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From The President
I enjoy a lovely sky; most often it will occur
at the very beginning, or else towards the end of
the day, and I always try and learn something.
I also take a lot of pleasure in visiting a gallery,
and in trying to figure-out the secret of another
artist’s achievements. One’s taste changes,
perception of beauty evolves from year to year, and it is always a thrill to
discover something new and wonderful in someone’s work with which
one has been familiar for years but never appreciated up to now.
There is a sensual pleasure in looking at a measured congruence
of beautiful colors, or in recognition of a striking arrangement in
composition, and there is a more intellectual kind of pleasure to be
gained from catching evidence of a mood, a phase in the weather, or of
a human presence.
Visiting a great art museum requires some determination, because
there are so many things clamoring for attention. It is essential to have
a plan, to go first for certain familiar favorites, but then also to allow
oneself to be diverted unexpectedly along the way. I remember going
to MOMA, many years ago, striding along to visit Monet’s Water Lilies
again. Passing a doorway to another room, I glanced through. Five
seconds and two paces down the hall my eye had registered beauty,
but my brain had told me “that was undoubtedly a Matisse,” and “I
don’t really understand or care-for Matisse”. “It’s those crudely-painted
canvases, all out of perspective.” But dash it, that glimpse through the
doorway was enthralling. So I went back. And then I found a whole
world of enjoyment which had been concealed for me before. I was
seeing Matisse through new eyes.
The Water Lilies were still wonderful, of course. But now I had gained
access to new pleasures.
One of those whose works gradually penetrated my consciousness
was Pierre Bonnard: not so well known; lumped invariably with Vuillard,
for some reason, whose work is not half so cheery and exciting.
There are Bonnards at the Phillips in DC, two small gems in Mrs.
Mellon’s personal collection in the East Wing at the National, and several
in the permanent display at the Met. To me, now, they’re all magic
paintings. But you have to work on them for a bit to grasp what the
artist is trying to tell you about.
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A Word About
The American Society of
Marine Artists
The American Society of Marine Artists
is a non-profit organization whose
purpose is to recognize and promote
marine art and maritime history. We
seek to encourage cooperation among
artists, historians, marine enthusiasts and
others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.
✺

FELLOWS OF THE SOCIETY
Managing Fellow
Russ Kramer
Deputy Managing Fellow
Kim Shaklee
John Barber
David Bareford
Chris Blossom
June Carey
William Davis
Don Demers
William Duffy
Peter Egeli
Michael Karas
Loretta Krupinski
Ian Marshall
Raymond Massey
Joseph McGurl
Leonard Mizerek
Paul Mullally
William Muller
Mark Myers
Charles Raskob Robinson
Sergio Roffo
Donald Stone
Len Tantillo
Kent Ullberg
Robert Weiss

The special show at the Met last spring contained 30 canvases, all
interiors. I spent most of the day there, but I came and went from the
Bonnard exhibit several times. Each time I saw some fresh quality. I
looked at the thick, expensive catalog, and I decided it was a pale and
inadequate representation of these glowing paintings. But in the end I
bought it: it’s better than just my memory on its own.

ASMA Fellow Emeritii
Willard Bond
Norma Jay
Victor Mays
William Ryan
John Stobart
Donald Stoltenburg

An artist has to keep his eyes open and his wits about him. If you
could afford to have a Bonnard hanging in your dining room, why you
would have a sun-filled breakfast every day of the year!

ASMA Honorary Members
Graham Stiles
Robert Webb
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Assorted Scuttlebutt
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

Howdy folks! Trust everyone had a
decent winter, although the horror stories
I’ve been reading seem to have made it
pretty rough for all concerned. Even here
in the Sunshine State we set records for
the longest cold spell yet. (I know, you
folks in Maine don’t want to hear it!).

Anyway, my column will be REALLY short this time. After years
of complaining about no stories, I seem to be now in the position of
holding them over. And running out of space. Costs force us to hold
the ASMA News & Journal at 32 pages. I have a wonderful story on
one of our founding Fellows, Bill Muller and his art, along with his
seafaring days, that you can look forward to in the Summer issue.

The main announcement this time is: the continuing information
and updates on our Sarasota, FL 2010 Annual General Meeting.
Check out our events update on Page 26 and our Hyatt info and
reservation instructions on the back page. As mentioned elsewhere
in this issue, we are 65% booked as of this writing. So if you plan
on coming South to join us, I highly recommend you make your
reservation soon. I would love to have to beg for more rooms (if I
can get them).
If you are attending the AGM, we will be featuring a member’s
art show on Friday evening after dinner. Fellow Russ Kramer will
be helming a digital PowerPoint presentation of attending members
work, along with the most recent Signature Members and Fellows
art. See the specs on the back page for how to submit your digital
images for this showing. Just remember, you have to be attending
the AGM to be eligible to send in your work.
And, make sure you check out Page 17 for information about
our next, 7-venue 15th National Exhibition. Now is the time to start
painting, since entries will most likely be due sometime around May
or June 2011.

I mentioned the fact last issue that I wished to talk more about the
new book on John Prentiss Benson. However, the author, and ASMA
member Margaret Betts, sent me a wonderful write-up of John and I
couldn’t have said anything any better. Except, of course, the book is
a “stunner”. That’ll be on Page 27.

Membership
Information
NEW MEMBERS
Joseph Buchanan
1901 Willard Street
Springdale, AR 72762
Rick Delanty
2510 via Duranzo
San Clemente, CA 92673
Virginia Dimsey
150 East 73rd Street
New York, NY 10021
Brenda Elam
124 James Drive
Heathsville, TX 75032
Elaine Hahn
1906 Gulfview Drive
Holiday, FL 34691
Shirley Hales
5505 Harbour
Preserve Circle
Cape Coral, FL 33914
Lindsay Hopkins-Weld
110 Chapin Road
Bernardsville, NJ 07924

Terry Mason
2541 Marblehead Drive
Sarasota, FL 34231

Bobbi Heath
28 Village View Rd.
Westford, MA 01886

Betsy Jones McDonald
4531 Carriage Run Circle
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576

John MacGowan
P.O. Box 30
Newport, RI 02840

Robert Mesrop
23 Regency Drive
Marstons Mills, MA 02648

Thomas Matthews
520-3501 Campeau Drive
Kanata ON K2T 0C1
CANADA

Les Morgan
441 Witch Duck Lane
Heathsville, VA 22473
Marian Nicastro
68 Screecham Way
Cotuit, MA 02635
Nancy Peach
894 Mt. Airy Road
Davidsonville, MD 21035
Robert Rich
14 Eldane Street
New London, CT 06320
Patsy Seward
846 Akumu
Kailua, HI 96734

Jim Jacobsen
Dorothy Sherwood
4111 Gise Street
6117 Rockerfeller Avenue
Port Townsend, WA 98368 Sarasota, FL 34231
Emily James
584 Banyan Blvd.
Naples, FL 34102

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Jerry Crowley
23341 Clairwood St.
Debra Reid Jenkins
1323 Alden Nash Ave, N.E. St. Clair Shores, MI 48080
Lowell, MI 49331
Karla Fowler
6350 Leprechaun Dr. NW
Mike Kowalski
Olympia, WA 98502-3453
P.O. Box 237
Nordland, WA 98358
Thomas Graves
27 Haviland Dr.
Stamford, CT 06903-3330

Please take note that we are all sold out of our 30th Anniversary
catalogs. Many thanks to all who purchased a copy. Now if you want
one you’ll have to go to Ebay, if someone is crazy enough to part
with one. There are still other National catalogs available for the
asking + postage. E-mail Peter Maytham if interested.
Finally, check out member Kerry O’Gorman’s instructional article
on using Adobe Elements (or the full Adobe Photoshop) as the latest
tool in many an artist’s arsenal. It has become a powerhouse of help
and Kerry has been using it for some time (along with yours truly).
I’ll be back again in July! Happy Painting! So, in the words of that
famous scholar, Bugs Bunny...”ehhhh, that’s all folks!
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Danny McLaughlin
102A Broad Street
Georgetown, SC 29440
Robert L. Parks
209 NW 203rd Street
Shoreline, WA 98117
Thomas Piszczek
2601 Norite Place
Oxnard, CA 93030
Bill Ryan
2325 Island Cove Circle
Pelican Marsh
Naples, FL 34109
Phil Steel
4949 N. A1A, Unit 42
Ft. Pierce, FL 34949
Charles W. Stockbridge
25 Ivy Meadows Lane
Westport, MA 02790
Caleb Whitbeck
5074 Lakeville Hwy.
Petaluma, CA 94954
Sydney S. Zentall
1242 N. Grant
W. Lafayette, IN 47906
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Our 30th Anniversary
Exhibition Catalog is
now sold out! Thanks to
everyone who responded
so well and supported
our catalog endeavor.

Christine’s Log Book
Christine Diehlmann
diehlmannseaart@comcast.net

All of a sudden, it is spring! A
week ago, we had fierce winds and
temperatures below freezing. Today, it
is still a chilly 55 degrees but the Cherry
Blossoms and Forsythia are blooming.
My Camellias are about to burst out in
riotous blooms. I have one Camellia bush that blooms deep rose,
white and white with rose accents! I do have Camellia envy of my
daughter, who lives in a hundred year old home in Roland Park.
She has two Camellias that rise up to her second story windows.
Her Magnolia tree is higher than her house. We have a Tulip
Magnolia tree that blooms in front of our second story windows.
The pink tipped buds are just about to open. Maryland’s short (but
sometimes excessively snowy) winter, and long spring and fall
is one of the reasons Marylanders are hard to uproot. The main
casualties of that three foot heavy, wet snowfall we had this winter
were our evergreen trees and small shrubs. Branches so heavily
laden just snapped. The smaller plants were completely covered
and mashed for weeks. Usually, one can shake off a heavy snow
accumulation but this year it was too much of a chore to mush
through more than three feet of solid packed snow to reach many
trees and shrubs.

All of which, I
admit has nothing to
do with marine art!
What does matter is
that Mother Nature
smiled on ASMA and
gave us a beautiful
day for the opening
reception of ASMA
East’s “Blue Water,
Still Water” traveling
Jack Wiberg, Christine Diehlmann,
Regional
Exhibition
Karen Snoots & her husband
that opened at the
Biggs Museum of American Art on March 5th. A nice group of
artists were able to attend, most of whom are pictured in this issue.
I do need to note that I was so interested in my conversation with
Tony Thompson, who I had met for the first time that I forgot to
take his picture. Those attending besides Tony were Steve Rogers,
Jack Wiberg, Keith Whitelock, Karen Snoots and Pauline Lorfano
as well as Billy and I. Jack initiated our contact with the Biggs and
was on hand when Curator Ryan Grover hung the show. The Biggs
director, Linda A. K. Danko had many kudos for Mike Killelea
who ushered the project through as well as for Len Mizerek’s
work on the catalogue.
Continued on Page 6

News From The Foc’s’le
Michael Mazer won the Excellence in Watercolor award from the
North Shore Arts Association in Gloucester MA and 1st place in the
2009 Art on the Boardwalk show at Marina Bay, Quincy MA which
included 13 regional art associations. He also had two paintings
chosen by PaintAmerica in their
Top 100 exhibition and one in
the Top 200. Two paintings were
selected for the 2010 COGAP
collection. Presently, he is having
a solo show of 33 paintings of the
New Bedford working waterfront
at the New Bedford Whaling
Work and Play - Mike Mazer
Museum (Dec. 10, 2009 - May
31, 2010) with an artist reception on Thursday May 13, from 5:308:00pm. Mike has been invited to have an exhibit of his work at the
Massachusetts Maritime Academy in Buzzards Bay, MA to celebrate
Maritime Days in May, 2010. This will represent the first fine art
show the MMA has ever had. Lastly, one of his paintings is being
included in the upcoming book “Artistic Touch 4” published by
Creative Art Press in 2010.

Signature Member Steve Lush has been accepted into the
34th Annual TWSA Exhibit to be held at the Kenosha Public
Museum in Kenosha, WI! It is noteworthy in that only 80 artists
nationwide got accepted out of
850 submissions.
Steven R. Hill was recently
published in The Best of
America Pastel Artists, Vol.II by
Kennedy Publications.
Steven will be teaching
his second plein-air painting
workshop next October in
Croatia.

Seven Brushes - Charles Sharpe

Signature Member Charles Sharpe was accepted in the AWS
show in New York. His work is in the current ASMA East exhibit.

Sharpe’s watercolor painting entitled “Seven Brushes” (22”x
30”) was selected for the 143rd American Watercolor Society
International Exhibition in NYC. The show opens April 6.

The Society of the Four Arts held two events to launch its
current exhibition, “The Grandeur of America’s Age of Sail: The
Paintings of John Stobart.” On Thursday, January 21 a private
reception was held for Stobart’s collectors, many who flew in from
around the country to see the largest public exhibition of the artist’s
work ever. The following afternoon, members of The Society of the
Four Arts viewed the exhibition at the organization’s traditional
preview tea. In addition to the stunning maritime artwork, guests
also enjoyed tea sandwiches, sweets and tea.
Continued on Page 29
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Christine’s Log Book - Continued from Page 5

I have known Jack and Keith for ages so it was good to see them
again. Jack’s painting of the Continental Navy Frigate: Delaware
was stunning. Keith, as usual, presented two watercolors that
captured the essence of the Chesapeake with one a work boat and
the other log canoes. Pauline Lorfano , who I have happily talked
with over the years, was exhibiting an absolute gem of a painting
of pleasure boats at the pier on a quiet day. A touch of red adds so
much zing! The last time I spoke to well known Delaware painter,
Steve Rogers, was at the National opening in St. Michaels. I was
very interested to hear that Steve came into marine painting via
ship modeling in which art he is still an expert. In this exhibit,
Steve’s three paintings of boats at harbor all have a lovely golden
glow. I was talking to the Director of the Rehoboth Art League (Jack,
Steve and I are members.) and asked him, with ASMA membership
in mind, who he knew in RAL who were marine painters. Steve’s
name came first.
I am not sure if Bob included one photo that I took of Jack, Steve
and I in front of a painting by Steve Lush. I hope he did. This was
my first chance to see Steve’s paintings in full size. Steve was part
of that photo, note card and business card “show and tell” we
had at our dinner table in New Bedford last fall. Steve is one of
a very small group of ASMA painters who follow Pete Eagleton’s
tradition of painting freighters and maritime trade vessels. I was
impressed. Brian Hope, who I see now and then at Kings Point
Alumni events, also features maritime vessels. His work has been
featured at USMMA events. Most recently, he showed me his
painting of the Pilot Boat Baltimore sending
a Maryland Pilot over to the NS SAVANNAH
at the Cape Henry pilot station, circa 1970.
Brian is a Chesapeake Bay pilot. I recently had
an exhibition of my photographs at a Kings
Point event and will be exhibiting again on
the SAVANNAH this May.

newspapers equate it with the famous Dover NASCAR Racing
Track. The car racing is actually way on the outskirts of the city.
The heart of Dover has gracious homes and shopping avenues.
The museum is part of a vital arts community. They scheduled
the ASMA opening to coincide with the city’s art walk event so
there was a very good crowd attending. What was really fun was
that they have a tradition of having local restaurants provide the
refreshments. Our reception was soup night. Great, because it was
still cold outside! Three local restaurants brought their favorite
soup to drink in cups with crackers to compliment. I have never
seen this before. Terrific idea!

The Biggs itself has an excellent private collection of American
Art which is displayed on two floors. Plans have been finalized to
add a third floor beginning this spring. Their galleries include work
from 1700 through the present covering the Queen Anne, Federal,
Late Federal, Early Empire and Empire Periods, the Academic and
Industrial Arts, French Influences, the 20th Century and Modern
Periods of art. The paintings include works from John Hesselius
and John Wollaston, Thomas Sully and Abraham Delanoy, several
members of the Peale family, primitive portraits, Thomas Cole,
Asher Durand, William Trost Richard and Albert Bierstadt, Howard
Pyle, Childe Hassam and William Merritt Chase, Frank Schoonover
as well as N.C. Wyeth and Edward Grant. Cubism and Pop Art are
also exhibited.
An extra treat besides the paintings are original furniture pieces
from master furniture makers of each period. There is a large
collection of Delaware’s silver flatware and
hollowware from master craftsmen starting
in the early 1700s through the end of the
1800s. They have a whole room of flatware
in display drawers but it was exciting to see
the beautiful tea sets with tray, coffee and tea
containers with sugar and creamers set out
invitingly on the magnificent furniture.

It was with great pleasure that I met for the
Since we are in a historic mood, we might
first time, miniature painter Karen Snoots and
as well talk about the ships accompanying
her husband. The number of our miniature
this article. I thought we would have a look
painters is growing! Karen is exhibiting three
at some of the schooners cruising our waters
tiny exquisite paintings, the largest being
today that provide an opportunity for modern
1.5”x 3.5”. Lois Salmon Toole explained to me
young people to learn the sailing skills of old.
some years ago at a major miniature painting
Most begin on the local level, hanging around
exhibit in Maryland, in which she garnered
the Yacht Club or the pleasure docks in their
several honors, that the judges examine these
home towns. The Yacht Clubs provide many
paintings with magnifying glasses to assure
The ROSE
opportunities for sail training from a very
technical quality. I hope you all get to see these
young
age. Most seaports have marinas full
miniatures (and all the others) in the catalogue.
of
many
classes
of
sail.
The
University
of Massachusetts has courses
Karen and her husband are involved in marine life rescue along
on
sailing
as
well
as
a
schooner,
the
SPIRIT
of MASSACHUSETTS. I
Delaware’s coast.
was very interested to learn that the young lady who Captains both
I do need to tell you a little bit about the Biggs Museum before
WOODWIND I and WOODWIND II got hooked on sailing there.
I move on to other topics. First of all is the fact that the Biggs is
She persuaded her school teacher parents to invest in a schooner
situated in a beautiful section of Dover, Delaware’s historic city
and the rest is history. Those free spirits who long for the sea and the
amidst several old brick buildings with wide grassy lawns. Dover
goes back to pre-revolutionary times although most modern
Continued on Page 28
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Notes From
Brush Hill
by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT

This is the fifteenth anniversary year
of this column which started out with
articles addressed to ASMA members
noting (thus Notes) the tools, innovations
and inventions I employed in my studio
here at “Brush Hill” (the name given this
modest pre-Revolutionary farm house
in Eighteenth Century deeds). Over the
years the audience has remained the same
but the focus for more than a decade has
been on what our members have to teach
us by their life example, professional
techniques and approaches. The thorough
presentation and documentation in these
articles of the lives of our American
artists have prompted the Smithsonian,
the Library of Congress, the T. J. Watson
Research Library at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York, and other
institutions to collect them for posterity.
In order to enhance the reading
experience while still providing the
expected documentation I present credits
as endnotes (designated alphabetically) at
the end of the article while I keep matters
related to the story conveniently located
and in large font as footnotes (designated
numerically).
In the last issue we met our Managing
Fellow and Board Member, Russ Kramer,
and tracked his meteoric rise to national
attention as an artist in the last decade
following a career in newspapers. In this
issue we meet Peter Quidley, Signature
Member, and follow his life-long career
in painting and his particular success as
a marine artist. And then we stop in to

“Windshift” • Oil on Canvas • 40” x 60”

visit one of our very first but now retired
Fellows, Frank Handlen. He continues to
be an example for all of us for he and his
wife, Mary, are very active even in their
mid-nineties. Frank is and has been for
decades a dedicated plein air artist year
round – even in the dead of a Maine
winter!
PETER TAYLOR QUIDLEY, SIGNATURE
MEMBER, SOUTH CHATHAM, MA
Web site: quidleyandco.com
Over thirty-five years ago, Paul Lunde
wrote the following in the Saudi Arabian
magazine Aramco World:a
“Peking, Lhasa, Timbuctu, Harrar,
Medina and Mecca – these were the
forbidden cities that for centuries
captured the imagination of the West.

PETER TAYLOR QUIDLEY,
SIGNATURE MEMBER,
SOUTH CHATHAM, MA
Web site: quidleyandco.com

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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“Last Laugh” • Oil on Panel • 12” x 18”

One by one they have given up their
secrets to intrepid travelers until all are
open to anyone with sufficient patience
and the right political credentials. All,
that is, but Mecca and Medina – the two
holiest cities of Islam.
By law Mecca and Medina are strictly
forbidden to non-Muslims. But that is
now. In the past, although prohibitions
were equally strict and although the
pilgrimage was long, difficult and
dangerous, intruders were not at all
uncommon. Between 1503 and 1931, for
example, some twenty-five Westerners
visited Mecca and returned to write about
it. They included a Renaissance tourist, an
English prisoner of war, a Spanish spy, an
Italian deserter, and the incomparable Sir
Richard Burton, translator of the Arabian
Nights.”
Had the article been written today, it
(Footnotes)
1
Congress appropriated funds to build a lighthouse on
Cape Hatteras in the late Eighteenth Century. It became
operational in 1803 and received improvements over
subsequent generations until 1871 when the existing,
black and white helical tower, replaced it. The hurricanes,
blizzards and the decades-long but futile battle between
man and the encroaching ocean make the saga of this
historic landmark fascinating reading – right down to the
most recent chapter in 1999 – 2000 when, after much
political turmoil and many court battles, it was successfully
moved a half mile inland to save it. One can learn more
about Amasa Quidley and other Hatteras keepers in the
book edited by Cheryl Shelton-Roberts, Hatteras Keepers:
Oral and Family Histories, Outer Banks Lighthouse Society,
2001, ISBN-10: 0971009201 ISBN-13: 978-0971009202,
134 pages.
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would go on to say:
“The most recent Western intruder
who strayed through the harsh Saudi
desert to the holy city of Mecca was an
American marine artist, one Peter Taylor
Quidley. He was apprehended and jailed.
His art equipment raised further suspicion
when interrogation revealed it included a
palette quite foreign to marine painters for
it was devoid of greens and blues. Rather
it consisted only of burnt sienna (red),
raw umber (yellow), indigo (blue) and
white. The prisoner argued that this was
ideally suited for desert paintings. After
further questioning he was eventually
released and returned to his seaside
home on Cape Cod in Massachusetts. But
unlike the Western intruders of earlier
centuries, Quidley has not written about
the experience.”
So here we have yet another unusual
ASMA life story. But this one has had
quite a torturous path. In the end Quidley
found and developed his talent and
has enjoyed success and professional
recognition but fate certainly conspired
against him along much of the way. From
a distance, one can see his life fall into
three broad chapters: A hectic youth;
mid-life as a media professional; and
finally, the career as professional artist.
The families of both his father (Taylor
Quidley, 1918 – 1989) and his mother

(Carol Alexander Quidley, (b. 1924)
can trace their American roots back
generations. His mother’s are in New
England and go back to the Mayflower
while the Quidleys date their arrival in
Virginia from England to the 1640’s.
The sea was in Peter’s heritage: On his
mother’s side it included a Cape Cod
whaling captain from while his paternal
grandfather, Amasa Quidley, was the
keeper of the Cape Hatteras Light House,
the nation’s tallest and one of its most
famous.1 Peter’s father served eleven
years in the Coast Guard including duty
on light ships in the Atlantic and WWII
action in North Africa; he had three ships
sink under him. While in the service he
met his mother in Massachusetts. Peter
arrived in Boston December 20, 1945.
He was their only child and spent his
boyhood in the inland town of Brockton,
twenty miles south of Boston. But he kept
his maritime heritage alive by visiting his
extended family on Cape Hatteras during
the summers. “Hatteras had neither roads
nor electricity at that time – and no
indoor plumbing. It was as it had been
for centuries. The family would routinely
gather to share family lure and this
experience became an important element
in my narrative approach to art decades
later.” Art appears to have come from
Peter’s maternal grandmother. She was an
artist - as were many in her family – and
since he spent a lot of time with her as a
boy, she had ample time to encourage his
evident interest in art.
No Steady Course:
A Young Man in Choppy Seas
Peter’s early years went smoothly
enough. He attended the Hancock
Elementary School in Brockton – a fourroom schoolhouse that accommodated
six grades – and continued to learn about
art from his maternal grandmother. At
ten he showed sufficient talent that his
parents enrolled him in a Saturday art
course in Brockton. “It was for adults
and I was the only kid in the class but it
was really good. They started us off with
plaster casts, a study of values, drawing
and all the basic stuff. From the beginning

I was interested in marine art. I have in
my attic some marine paintings I did then
that I sold to a relative for twenty-five
cents, which he returned to me when he
went into a nursing home. I only did that
for a year or so but it was a good formal
start for me.”
“Then my family bought a house on
the coast a few miles away in Duxbury that
dated back to the 1600’s so I continued
my schooling there, graduating from
the local high school in 1964. My path
to a career as an artist might have been
much more direct had the high school
offered any art classes. But it did not so
I gravitated towards engineering.” (His
father was a steam engineer in the Coast
Guard and continued in this capacity in
the steam-driven mills of Brockton, then
an important shoe-manufacturing city.)
After graduation he enrolled in the Lowell
Technological Institute in Lowell, MA but
realized after a while that he did not like
what he was doing so he dropped out
and began at a new school, the College
of Advanced Science in Canaan, NH.2
But, after about a year and following the
divorce of his parents, he left and moved
south to Ft. Lauderdale, FL and enrolled
at the Broward County Junior College to
study art. There in August 1966 he met
a fellow student from Grand Rapids,
MI, Pamela Ziontz. She was a steadying
influence in his life and would remain
so until her death from cancer in 2008.
“Divorce had also rocked her early years
- her parents split when she was but two
years old. Her father, a doctor, obtained
custody – a good thing because by the
time she was ten, her mother was on her
seventh husband.”

Notes From Brush Hill

learned that her maternal
grandfather, whom she never
met, had emigrated from
Russia to Chicago and was
a professional frame maker.
Pamela managed to get many
of his tools and used them to
make Peter’s frames.

The couple married
on August 26, 1967 and
decided to honeymoon in
Massachusetts but stopped
on Cape Hatteras to visit
Peter’s father who was then
a commercial fisherman.
There, while traveling at high
speed the steering locked
and Pam crashed the car into
a sixty-foot utility light pole.
Although no one was injured,
they were stuck there for six
months while they worked
to cover the damages – he,
hosing out septic systems
and digging ditches and she,
cleaning toilets. They also
had to drop out of school.
“Eventually we made it to
Massachusetts where I signed

“Navigators”
Oil on Panel • 36” x 30”

In art school Peter used to help Pamela
with her frames but eventually the roles
reversed and she became Peter’s framer.
She had a special knack for framing that
was only explained years later when she
(Footnotes)
Lowell Technological Institute is now part of the University
of Massachusetts while the College of Advanced Science no
longer exists.
3
This Boston based institution was established in 1924
and played an important role in training and developing
generations of artists – including a number of ASMA
members – before it closed in 1983.
2
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up for night courses in advertising design
at the Vesper George School of Art 3 while
I worked a day job at Atlantic Research,
an explosives plant that manufactured
land mines. But then the plant blew
up, killing thirty-eight people. For me it

NJ to attend the Army’s photography
school. While there, my wife delivered
Christopher on December 17, 1968.
“Since I finished third in my
photography class of twenty-five, and

fever and at the peak of the crisis his
doctor committed suicide. Christopher
recovered and I returned to the States in
the spring of 1970 but was scheduled for
another ‘volunteer’ tour of duty in Viet
Nam a month later. But with some outside
prodding the Army finally discovered
how my original recruiter had lied and
promised things he could not deliver in
order to meet his recruitment quotient.
The long and short of it was I suddenly
received an honorable discharge.” And
thus began his next chapter.
The Media Professional

“Foggy Finish” • Oil on Panel • 24” x 36”

meant I lost my job and draft exemption.
On top of that my wife was pregnant and
we were living in a house with no heat.
It was a tough time.” Faced with the draft
that offered no choice and usually meant
combat infantry, he opted to enlist to
improve his options, hoping to become
a combat photographer. “Having lost my
job to the explosion and while waiting
for induction, I became an Electrolux
vacuum salesman but selling was not my
thing so I moved my wife back to Florida
and got a job painting seascapes for
Westinghouse Hotel rooms. I did about
250 of these, each 18” x 24” and also a
half-dozen large murals measuring six feet
by four feet. I was painting day and night
until I was inducted in the fall of 1968.
The program I had enlisted in allowed
me to choose from my top priorities if
I did well in my entrance exams. I had
done well and was sent to Ft. Monmouth,

knowing I was to be assigned to one of my
three choice priorities (Art, Photography
or Surveying), I was surprised to learn
that the Army had my choices down as
Infantry, Artillery or the Medical Corps
and had “volunteered” me for Viet
Nam where I was assigned to the 101st
Airborne Division. Although I was totally
against what was going on there, as an
Army photographer I had a good deal of
freedom to do as I wished and go where
I wanted to – in contrast to the soldiers
in the 101st who were confined to base
except for combat forays. I had twenty
photographers and lab technicians
reporting to me, had a jeep and a buddy
who had a helicopter to fly me about.
I took thousands of pictures. Some I
provided to a new museum in Kentucky
commemorating the 101st and others I
kept. I still have some – they would upset
a lot of people so I rarely show them.“

(Footnotes)
4
Jim Gray, a long-time member of ASMA and past Board
Member from Tennessee, is a versatile painter and sculptor
as well – from Abraham Lincoln to Dolly Parton.

“Not all of my concerns were
about Viet Nam for while I was there
our young son came down with scarlet
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While in the Army, Peter had no time
for painting but thereafter he continued
to paint in acrylics. He describes his work
of that time as severe and abstract, most
probably reflecting his own experience in
Viet Nam. After the Army he worked day
jobs but he continued to paint. In these
endeavors he met a woman who had an
art shop in Fort Worth, FL and who did
large canvases with subtle washes of oil
paint and Liquin. Peter tried his hand at
it both in oil and using acrylic in a spray
gun. “The works sold in Palm Beach
and I even had a one-man show there
at the Gallerie Juarez. I became looser
and looser and then began to introduce
figures that I copied out of magazines.
Soon I had evolved from abstract acrylics
to figurative oils.”
“As for my day job, when I got out
of the Army, I became an Art Director for
a commercial photographic studio for a
few months until WPTV TV of West Palm
Beach hired me as Cinematographer.
I did a lot of commercials and even a
weekly show. I recall clearly seeing on
this show some representational marine
artists interviewed, including Jim Gray.4
This was quite unusual in a world
flooded with modern abstract art – and
I marveled that one could make a living
producing what I thought was dramatic
and dynamic work. WPTV TV was a great
job and I rose to Director of Photography
but the pay was poor and my family
grew with the arrival of our daughter,
Heather, December 22, 1972. In 1973
I began doing freelance commercials

with a partner but in May 1974 I moved
to Lakeville, Massachusetts to take a job
with WTEV TV in New Bedford. I started
as an editor and became a photographer
and moved around a good bit covering
stories – I really enjoyed it. But in the
end I was promoted to News Producer, a
job I did not like. So in the fall of 1976,
I quit and went to a school in Virginia to
get my FCC 1st Class License – this was
the time of transition from film to video
tape and direct broadcast so the FCC
was increasing the standards. When I got
back, I could not find a job in media so I
became a town planner for an industrial
park in my town of Lakeville. That lasted
for a year when, in February 1978, I saw
an ad for a job as a TV Media Specialist in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Jobs were
still tight and we had been wanting to
build a home on the Cape for some time
and this highly paid tour of duty would
enable us to finance it.”
“So I signed a two year contract, sold
the house, car and such and moved my
family to Jeddah, the Saudi port city on
the Red Sea and disembarkation point for
the millions of pilgrims making their Hajj
to Mecca. I worked in a state-of-the-art
TV studio run by Raytheon – an amazing
facility that served the media needs of
the Kingdom. In spite of the marked
differences in social practices – women’s
dress, women not allowed to drive cars,
no alcohol, etc., we lived comfortably in
a Saudi military compound and the kids
went to a school run by TWA Airlines. But
it surely was not Massachusetts – my nextdoor neighbor outside the compound was
the notorious Idi Amin in exile from his
native Uganda where his regime killed
300,000.”
While Peter provided the services
as a TV Media Specialist, he continued
to paint and use his professional skill
as a photographer to capture painting
subjects. And the more figurative work he
did, the more important this marriage of
his talents of brush and camera became.
He participated in international art
exhibitions in Jeddah but once crossed
the line unintentionally and had one of his
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works pulled from the
show for it showed the
naked wrist of a woman.
Plein
air
painting
and taking images of
people generally was
not a good idea in a
country that frowned on
such. But our Western
photographer/artist was
drawn to what he saw in
this new world so he was
determined to capture
it on film and canvas.
“First I found the ‘brown
bag’ approach worked
pretty well – a hole cut
into the bag so a lens
of a concealed camera
could see through. But
I needed greater latitude
so I began strapping
garbage bags and the
like on the outside of my
car to hide the camera
while operating it from
within. I was able to get
a good deal of reference
material and did a lot
of painting based on
it. I even developed a
special limited palette
(described earlier) that seemed to
work perfectly for the colors of Saudi
landscape.” One can see how all of this
would culminate in his arrest in Mecca.

At the end of his two-year contract,
the family returned to Massachusetts for
a couple of weeks before returning to
Saudi Arabia under a one-year contract
extension. During this brief period, they
contracted to build a house on the Cape
and arranged supervision to oversee it in
their absence.
Back in Saudi Arabia, Peter also
found both his talent as an artist and
photographer opened up doors to the
kings and princes of Saudi Arabia. He was
contracted to video the three-day wedding
of the son of a very wealthy Saudi. It was
an extravaganza: Bedouin ceremonies in
the desert at night with 6,000 lights and

“Natucket Summer” • Oil on Panel • 28” x 22”

clouds of incense hovering over eight
hundred sofas spread out on four acres of
Persian carpets; fifty leading chefs brought
from fifty countries around the world to
feed the guests; and, of course, a heavily
be-jeweled bride. The groom apparently
had a sense of humor for he presented his
bride with a Lamborghini – knowing full
well that, as a woman, it was illegal for
her to drive it. I had done seven portraits
of Saudi royalty and was commissioned
to do one of this bride. I completed hers
after I returned to the States and when it
was ready, her family flew to New York
City and took a floor at the Plaza Hotel
to receive the work.” A curious aspect
about these portraits is the commissions
called for them to look exactly like
photographs. That was because the
kings and princes are known by their
ubiquitous photographic images so a

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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painted portrait, if it is to be recognized,
should look like the photograph!”
Career as a Professional Artist
Peter’s plan to build a house on the
Cape with money he earned from his
Saudi tours and to have it ready upon his
return so he could begin a new life as a
professional artist was carefully thought
out. But reality intervened, for when he
brought his family back he found gross
negligence where he hoped to find a
house. “Paying contractors up front turned
out to be a poor idea. I ended up having
to spend a number of years completing
the house myself while trying to paint.
I sold my works in local art shows, flea
markets and even Art Expo in New York
City. But I found that the tourists who
visited the Cape were not the same
crowd that browsed in the art galleries
of Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard. This
point was driven home when two women
spent the longest time studying one of
my works in a local art show but were
shocked to learn that the “$800” price tag
was indeed $800 and not $8.00. I knew
I had to get into a Nantucket gallery and
set about to do it.”
As we have seen, Peter did marine
paintings from the age of ten on. They
disappeared in his severe abstract phase
in the years after the Army but started to
reappear as he got back into figurative
painting and, when he had a chance
during his media professional years, he
painted marines from time to time – even
a couple in Saudi Arabia. But now he was
free to paint anything he wanted to, so
he thought. The truth was he needed to
support his family and he realized that he
would be better off painting what buyers
wanted. So it was when he started with
a leading gallery in Nantucket. They had
a stable full of marine painters including
some of the best so there was no “toe in
the door” using his marines. However,
Peter realized that they might be attracted
to a work he had just done of three
women in white on a beach – a romantic
sort of image of bygone days - but he had
just sold it to a wine store. So he bought it
back and took it to the Nantucket gallery
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where it sold for three times the price
he had just paid to repurchase it. That
was the beginning of a long period of
successful sales of similar paintings.
“My interest in the narrative – dating
back to tales of family lure when I was
young – surfaced in these works. They
relate my own experience with my family
on beaches but the “white” came about
because I did not want color of clothes
to interfere with the scene. I found white
takes on the reflected color of what is
around it – skin tones, beaches, surf, sky,
making it all more harmonious. But one
thing hinges on another, and I soon found
I built up quite a collection of antique
white women’s dresses and garments. I
even have one gown that graced Lincoln’s
first Inaugural Ball.” Since Peter had an
attractive wife and daughter, he did not
have to go far for models. Although the
market demanded more and more of
his “women in white,” he also found
the market appreciated his still lifes. He
continued marines but his gallery had
other sources for such so he did not paint
as many of those as he would have liked.
In marked contrast to the brief period
of weeks when Peter cranked out 18” x
24” marine paintings at an astounding
rate for the Westinghouse Hotel chain
prior to going into the Army, he developed
a glazing technique that requires a great
deal of time to produce a paintings. In part
this can be traced back to the woman who
introduced Peter to oil washes in Florida
but more fundamentally he recognizes
it comes from a fascination he had with
light coming through translucent material
– plastic toys, colored glass, etc. – when
he was a boy. In the house he built there
is homage to this phenomenon in the
form of stained glass windows that he
installed.
An article in American Art Collector
entitled “Loving the Luminosity” states,
“One of the most prominent qualities of a
Quidley painting is the level of luminosity
he is able to achieve. This comes from
years spent trying to perfect this style as
well as serious attention to the way the
paint is applied to the panel and technical

aspects that surround it. I was painting on
canvas but still incorporated the wash
technique with glazes while staying with
translucent pigments. Over the last fifteen
years, I have continued to do this but
without an underpainting so that I can get
as much luminosity as possible. Then, in
1991, I made the switch to panels to also
affect the luminosity of the painting.”
The article continues, “Quidley
enjoys painting on panel because of the
surface quality it offers him and also
because it negates some of the effects
of the pigment that can occur when it
is used on canvas. “You just don’t have
all the little nooks and crannies, and
you don’t have the small shadows that
develop from the thickness of the pigment
because the surface is so flat. About
ten years ago, I also started sanding the
panels and using pumice on the last step
so that the painting ends up having a very
high gloss on it.”b
Peter loves the sea and apparently
has from the beginning. But ever since his
son Chris sailed on his Stonehill College
sailing team in Easton, MA, he has had
more direct experience with it. “Chris
started introducing dinghies as props
when I would photograph my modeling
wife and daughter at the seaside and we
began more aggressive pursuit of subject
matter off shore. Since I believe in the old
saying ‘Know what you paint,’ I got into
sailing and have owned a number of sail
boats.” This resulted in some stunning
paintings, one of which appeared in
the ASMA Thirtieth Anniversary (14th)
National Exhibition, Nantucket Sunshine
which in narrative style depicts the
Reliance emerging from the fog into a
patch of sunlight while participating in the
race around Nantucket, the Opera House
Cup Race. Typical of his methodical
attention to detail and translucent
engineering of paint, this 24” x 30” took
over two months of work to complete.5
Chris has played another important
role in his father’s career. In 2005 he
established Quidley & Company in
Nantucket with a high school friend,
Robert Giacchetti who “has a lot of

Notes From Brush Hill
FRANK WILLIAM HANDLEN, FELLOW
(RETIRED), KENNEBUNKPORT, ME
Website: www.frankhandlen.com
One of the first Fellows in our
Society, Frank Handlen has served on our
Board for several years and was active
for twenty-two years before he retired at
the age of eighty-five. (At the time this
was the only way to shed Fellowship
responsibilities; since then the Society
has created a new category, Fellow
Emeritus, which achieves this end). But
he and his wife, Mary – now both in their
mid-nineties – remain very active. A longtime devotee of plein air painting, you
can still find Frank out with his pastels
and paints even in the dead of a Maine
winter. Clearly, he is an example for all
of us so we thought we should visit the
couple.

Peter Quidley’s magnificent studio

business sense” and began to represent
his father. Although the market still has
Peter in a gilded cage – demanding more
of his “women in white,” he is now able
to offer more of his marine paintings. “I
have many ideas about how to combine
my interest in the narrative approach, my
interest in figures and my love of the sea
and I am looking forward to translating
them into paintings. The sea offers so
many circumstances that elicit emotions
from people, be it alone or with others in
a storm at sea, the excitement of a race,
the peacefulness of a summer day or first
light of morning. I have so much to do
and so little time!”
One way many of Peter’s ASMA
colleagues have dealt with this problem
is to expose themselves to the demands
of plein air painting where changing
light forces one to paint quickly. Fellow
William Davis, another exceptional
studio painter, recently talked about his
introduction to plein air painting in this
(Footnotes)
See Page 49 of Contemporary American Marine Art:
American Society of Marine Artists, 30th Anniversary
Exhibition, Library of Congress Number 2003116597.
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column: “Speed – that was another thing
I came to learn,” he said. “No time to
draw the bark on the trees with a pencil;
in fact, no time for drawing anything with
pencil – use the brush!”c Peter tried direct
painting outdoors twenty years ago “but
the techniques I use did not work. I am a
studio painter.” And his constancy at that
is notable. “I have to paint every day. I
couldn’t even stop when I was taking care
of my wife in her last years.”
Of the many unusual aspects of
Peter’s story, perhaps the most is a fact he
keeps citing, namely, that he never took
any painting lessons. What art schooling
he had dealt with drawing, composition,
etc. – but not painting. Moreover, “I never
went to a museum until the mid-Eighties.”
(When he was about forty and well along
in his career as a professional artist.)
The unexpected benefit of this sheltered
existence has been the development of
his own very effective technique based
on repeated experiment and persistence
that results in strikingly beautiful, rich
narratives of the sea.

This, however, is more difficult than
it might first appear. First, it has taken me
a couple of years to get Frank to agree to
this interview and then, when he did, I was
faced with the taciturn and stoic Down
East attitude: “If you can’t improve upon
silence, don’t try.” Or, when I greeted him
on the phone with, “How are you, Frank?”
his reply, “Eulp, sitting up and taking

FRANK WILLIAM HANDLEN,
FELLOW (RETIRED),
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME
Website: www.frankhandlen.com
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nourishment.” But all of this thinly cloaks
two very lively and charming people who
have a perspective based on wisdom and
experience – and a good sense of humor.
Like the story Frank told us in this article
years back when the topic was rigging. “I
am cursed by knowing too much about

Pastel • 5” x 7”

rigging. One day, long ago, when I still
painted full rigged ships (I no longer
do), I was laboring over the rigging in a
painting for hours. At the end of the day,
Mary came in and saw me struggling and
said, ‘Dear Frank, why do you fuss so? Just
put the stings on and sign the painting!’”
Or the other story about Mary when she
was eighty-five and her doctor died and
she got a new one who was only fiftyfive. Looking at her medical records and
notes made by his predecessor, the new
doctor said to Mary that she would have
to be more truthful with him. Mary asked
what he was talking about and he said
that the records state that she does fifteen
push-ups every morning. Whereupon
she dropped to the floor and knocked off
fifteen push-ups – and the socks off the
doctor who confessed he could not do
one.
Frank Handlen: The Man
“In the beginning, there was Doctor
Love – and of course my parents, Gertrude
June and William George Handlen. Dr.
Love delivered me on September 27,
(Footnotes)
Frank picked up four more children when he married
Mary (but they had no more together). As a result he has
seventeen grandchildren and twenty great-grandchildren.
As Frank relates this he notes, “I issued a ‘Cease and Desist
Order’ but nobody listened.”

6
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1916 in Brooklyn, NY. I had a younger
brother, Fred, who died a couple years
ago, and we grew up in Caldwell, NJ –
an early Eighteenth Century settlement
twelve miles west of Newark. My father
had talent as an artist but did not pursue
it. He was born in Brighton, England and
immigrated to Baltimore. I was twelve
when he was naturalized - an event
marked by his purchase of a painting by
the German artist Johannes Holst (1880
– 1965) of a five-masted bark in heavy
weather. I grew up looking at it. Perhaps
it was partially responsible for my interest
in boats but whatever the cause that
addiction came upon me early. I was
infatuated with ships and made models
of them, including one of the Wanderer
of Liverpool taken off plans found in the
appendix of John Masefield’s 1930 book
of that name.d And I did paintings of them
in high school. In fact, recently a woman
contacted me on my web site. She had
purchased a painting of a ship at an
auction and wondered if I was the same
“F. Handlen” as the painting was signed.
She sent a photo and, to my amazement,
it was a painting I did in high school in
1936, nearly seventy-five years ago!”
The Great Depression made it
difficult to get a job but Frank did - as
an employee for the Essex Bronze Guild.
“We (I was the only employee)
did various-sized bronze letters
that had colored enamel faces
backed on at 1200° F as well as
cast bronze plaques with raised
letters such as the Hippocratic
Oath I did which is still found
at the College of Physicians and
Surgeons in New York City or
one I did in 1939 that adorns
the front of the Kennebunkport
Savings Bank right here in town.”
He married Frederica “Fritzy”
Hendershott on February 5,
1938 – a union that led to three
children: Patricia (b.1940), Susan
(b.1942) and Paul (b.1946). (Fritzy died of
cancer in 1968).6

“My fascination for marine art
continued all the while. During that first

year of marriage a friend suggested that
I visit Frederic Waugh (1861 -1940) in
Provincetown, MA. In my view Waugh
was peerless and one of the country’s
greatest living marine painters. But
he was an old man at the time and I
realized that if I wanted to know him
better I had to act. So I wrote him and he
invited me to his studio in Provincetown
for a weekend. He also invited me the
following year, 1939. It changed my life.”
Waugh suggested that if Frank wanted
to paint marine subjects he should go
to Maine and do it directly. So in 1940
during his summer vacation Frank and
Fritzy, took a trip to Maine. In the course
of that Frank was offered a job in Bernie
Warner’s shipyard in Kennebunkport. He
accepted it on the spot and stayed on,
sending his wife home to tell his former
boss that he would not be returning. She
did as requested and returned and they
lived in Maine for the next two years.
Then they returned to New Jersey where
Frank got a war job with the Walter Kidde
Fire Extinguisher Company making CO2
gun chargers.
After the War, they returned to
Maine to the third town Frank would
call home, Biddleford Pool, Maine, the
site of Maine’s first recorded permanent
settlement - then called Winter Harbor.

“Putting Off ” • Oil • 40” x 60”

(Frank seems to settle in well established
communities, for Winter Harbor was
settled in 1616 and Kennebunkport in
1653; if you average these dates with the
founding of Caldwell, NJ, his first home,

it comes to 1657!) He got a job painting
– houses – and this lasted a couple of
years until he went back work he enjoyed
much more in boatyards. “Before the War
I had worked in Maine at the Marblehead
Boatyard building yachts and in the
South Portland Yard building draggers for
the O’Hara Fishing Fleet and, then after

“Neptune’s Chargers” • Oil

the War, I went back to the resurrected
Marblehead Boatyard as foreman. I also
worked as technical illustrator for the
Saco-Lowell Company, manufacturers
of textile machinery, for eight and a
half years and designed and built large
exhibits for them in trade shows. But
in 1966, at the age of fifty, I decided to
become a full time artist.” But he soon
realized that producing art was one thing
but selling was another and Biddleford
Pool had neither the gallery power nor
the tourist flow that Kennebunkport
offered so in 1965 he opened a gallery
there. And it was there that he met Mary
Schepens, the sister of a gallery owner.
They married in November 1969 and
moved to Kennebunkport.
(Footnotes)
This interesting store of history is now found on the web
site www.someoldnews.com.
8
Ferro-cement hull construction offers a number of
advantages but one of the disadvantages Frank learned is
that it “sweats” in cold water – a condensation forms on the
interior of the hull. In warm water, there is no such problem
but Maine waters are not all that warm in early season.
7
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Frank
has
contributed
most
generously over the years to Old News
from Southern Maine: Surprising
Episodes in the History of Southern
Maine 7 and among these is a sketch he
did of a tractor trailer pulling a “low boy”
on which sits a very large vessel; it is titled
“Frank Handlen’s Topsail Schooner.” The
accompanying
text reads: “Frank
W.
Handlen,
accomplished
marine
artist,
sculptor of the
heroic bronze on
Kennebunkport’s
village
green,
and frequent Old
News
illustrator
started building a
forty-foot (length
on
the
deck)
topsail schooner
behind his house
on South Street in
the spring of 1971.
Frank had worked
in Bernie Warner’s
shipyard
in 1940 and over the years had
dreamed of designing and building
his own boat. His wife Mary
claims she had no idea what she
was getting herself into when she
encouraged him to follow his dream
but thanks to her loving support the
Salt Wind was finished four years
later.” Talking about “building a boat
too big to fit out the garage door,”
this sixteen-ton vessel is made out
of cement reinforced with steel
mesh and bars using a technology
called ferro-cement construction
that was first developed in the
Nineteenth Century but was significantly
advanced during WWII to stretch steel
supply in building bulk carriers.8 In spite
of the image the uninitiated might have
about cement boats, Frank, with all of
his boatyard experience, knew that this
form of construction offers a number of
important advantages over fiberglass,
wood or metal alternatives: cheaper to
build, ease of construction and virtually

maintenance free. Moreover, it works
better for larger vessels – like the one
Frank had in mind. (It has been used to
build much bigger craft – up to 20,000
tons.) All of that said, Frank nonetheless
confesses, “I don’t know how I did it. But
I did. And Mary and I have sailed it to the
Bahamas and up and down the coast of
Maine. No need to take it out of the water
in winter; with her ferro-cement hull, she
does just fine.” (As this article goes to
press, Frank is busy getting the Salt Wind
ready for another sailing season – her
thirty-fifth.)
His Mentor: Frederick Judd Waugh
(1861 – 1940)
We have seen how Waugh literally
changed Frank’s entire life – encouraging
him to leave the engraving profession in
New Jersey and go to Maine to become
a marine artist. As noted above, Frank
viewed him as one of the greatest living
artists. “He had a masterful sense of
color and composition. And he had great
knowledge of water.” Since these values
became the bedrock of Frank’s own
career, it is worth reviewing briefly this

“Salt Wind”, 40’ 16-ton Topsail Schooner

extraordinary artist – who, by the way, is
greatly esteemed by many other ASMA
artists, particularly Fellow Michael Karas.
Born into a family of established
artists in Bordentown, NJ, Frederick
nonetheless had to struggle with his
father (Samuel B.) to allow him to attend
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in
Philadelphia where from 1880 to 1883
he studied with Thomas Eakins (1844
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– 1916) and Thomas Anshutz (1851 –
1912) before going abroad to study at the
Académie Julian in Paris under WilliamAdolphe Bouguereau (1825 – 1905).
Perhaps it was Waugh’s own personal
epiphany experience when he visited
the English Island of Sark, off the coast of

“Ships on a Windless Sea” • Oil • 40” x 52”

France, in 1893 – where he stayed for two
years studying the rocky coasts, the seas
and skies – that prompted him without
hesitation to encourage Frank Handlen
to move to Maine if he wanted to be an
artist of the sea. The Sark experience led
Waugh to the well-established enclave
of marine painters, St. Ives in Cornwall,
England in 1895. (ASMA Fellow Mark
Myers, originally from our West Coast,
moved to Cornwall years ago to be part of
this tradition.) In 1901 Waugh moved to
London where he worked as an illustrator
for a number of papers while building his
reputation as a marine painter. In 1907,
after twenty-four years of expatriate life,
he returned to America and settled in the
artist community of Provincetown, MA.
Many of the aspects of Waugh’s
outlook
on
composition,
paint
application, color, brushwork, values,
atmosphere, mood, etc. have been
important to Frank but probably the most
important has been observation – the
lesson Waugh learned for himself those
two years studying the seacoast on the
Island of Sark.
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Frank Handlen, The Artist

and where they meet.

Of all of the Fellows of the Society,
Frank has been the most active in using
pastels. (In this Waugh could offer him
little example). “I had been painting in
oils when in 1942 I ran across pastels and
became fascinated with them.” So
much so that for the next twenty
years he painted in pastels but
then had another conversion
and went back to oils. “But then
about ten years ago my wife and
I went to the Caribbean and, for
convenience, I took my pastels
along. That got me back into them
and ever since I have been using
both. Actually, I favor pastels for
my outdoor work, again largely
for convenience and speed. Frank
has been very generous with his
small pastels, sending them every
Christmas to his friends and I have
been most fortunate for hanging
about my studio are fifteen of his framed
pastels of Maine coastal scenes. (I should
note, however, that with these gifts comes
repeated humility; visitors to my studio,
not knowing the source of the pastels,
often express much more excitement
about them than my work.)

But he has also painted portraits. “In
1984, a friend who was a portrait painter
introduced me to
the art. I worked in
pastels and did it for
a number of years
until I was doing
so many kids that
I gave it up eight
years later. In the
early 1960’s I did a
number of murals –
from Italian scenes
for pizza parlors to
a thirty-foot mural
I did of a logging
scene
along
a
river for the Lucky
Logger Restaurant.
I
mention
this
because I painted
this for $175 and
“Our Forebearers of the Coast”
recently when it
was moved to new surroundings it was
valued at over $100,000.

When I asked Frank to send me a
resume to begin my research for this
article, he sent a letter of nineteen lines
written in the third person and in a
beautiful hand. The opening lines read:
“Painting strictly in the traditional
persuasion his work is a balance
between marine and landscapes.
Without formal training, he refined,
over years, his techniques: working
both confrontationally from nature and
experimentally in the studio.”
Much like his mentor, Frank goes to
the outdoors to study and learn about his
subject, the sea, sky and coast and returns
to the studio to draw on this reservoir of
knowledge. His life-long interest in ships
provided the knowledge he needed for
his early paintings of full rigged ships
– a subject that has given way over the
decades to images of the land and sea

“I also ventured into the plastic arts
in the mid-Nineties. I did a three and
half foot clay model of a fisherman and
his wife, as they would have appeared
on the Maine coast one hundred and
fifty years before. My son and his wife
posed as models. When commissioned
to be rendered into a heroic (larger-thanlife, nine foot tall) monument for the
Kennebunkport town green as a tribute
to those who lived and worked there
in the past, I sculpted seven hundred
pounds of clay that was cast using the
lost wax process into a fifteen hundred
pound bronze statue.” That work, Our
Forebearers of the Coast, seems to have
satisfied his appetite for the plastic arts for
he has not pursued sculpture since then.
Frank is fast to point out that he is
not a “formula painter”- has no specific
“how to” approach to painting. When he
does a sketch for a larger work, the latter
usually takes on a life of its own, merely
using the sketch as a place to start. He
notes for those seeking to learn from his
experience that one should “master the

Notes From Brush Hill

elements of composition – have variation
in line, don’t duplicate shapes, have
a sense of a focal point, and so forth.”
“But,” he continues, “this is all in addition
to the need to observe how things look in
nature. All of this is in front of you; you
only have to retain for reference what you
see.”
This is an important aspect of Frank’s
painting for he has learned much from his
decades of painting outdoors – or what
he calls “working confrontationally.” “I
encourage every artist to go outdoors and
paint what they see. I don’t work from
photographs and have painted outdoors
when it was fifteen degrees and snow
would get in my get in my oils.” Frank
acknowledges that plein air painting has
its problems but dismisses them as “things
you figure out how to deal with.” For
instance, he used to paint more frequently
in oils but the large sizes he favored (30”
x 40”) tended to become air-borne on the
windy coasts. “I now do almost all of my
plein air work in pastels and in smaller
sizes (12” x 16” paper). Pastels not only
abate the wind problem, they are a lot
more convenient and are lighter to carry
than all of the paints, brushes, mediums
and, especially, the Masonite I use instead
of canvas. Or, another example of dealing
with problems of plein air painting, at my
age I no longer am willing to battle the
freezing winter winds directly and yet I
need to get out of the studio and paint so
I go to the location I want and paint the
subject from the shelter of my car.
“Frederick
Waugh
had
great
knowledge of water and was able to
render in all of its moods. For me this
sense of atmosphere in a painting is very
important. One has to be very conscious
of the whole envelope of atmosphere in a
work. If you have a ship in a sky and ocean
scene, the ship must sit in its proper place
in this envelope of atmosphere. I find
many marine artists have not developed
this conscious sense of atmosphere and
place the ship in such a removed manner
that it looks like they just dropped a
model into the painting - with no sense as
to how it relates to the rest of the painting.
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It is all tricky business to get it right but it
all boils down to observation and work,
work, work.”
Here are a couple of pointers for
those who take Frank up on his advice to
paint outdoors. “Develop an appreciation
for your values. If you don’t have a black
and white (or ‘gray’) scale, at least take a
piece of plain white paper out with you.
Hold it up against the whites of a breaking
surf or the brightness of a cumulus cloud
and you will see how even these values
are less than you might think they are or
should be.” Another related point about
value and “working within the envelope”
is how he tones his canvas (or selects
the color of his pastel paper). “I tone my
Masonite with a mixture of cadmium
red and ivory black so as to set a low
value to start with. In fact, sometimes I
only shellac the Masonite, leaving the
relatively dark value as the tone. With
pastel paper, I use a medium paper with a
middle tone; I don’t use light paper.”
But of all the many things Frank has
to teach us from his experience – and
this goes for his Mary as well – the most
important is to “get out and do it.” And
keep doing it while you can.
(Endnotes)
a
Paul Lunde, “The Lure of Mecca,” Aramco World,
November/December 1974. This is a very fine,
professionally written magazine published by Aramco
(formerly the Arabian and American (Oil) Company); the
full color, glossy magazine focuses on cultural and historic
aspects of the Middle East. It is free; contact them at www.
saudiaramcoworld.com.
b
“Loving the Luminosity,” American Art Collector, June
2009, pp. 108 – 113.
c
Charles Raskob Robinson, “Notes from Brush Hill,”
ASMA News and Journal, October 2009, p. 12.
d
John Masefield, Wanderer of Liverpool, Macmillan,
1930, ASIN: B000BSNB02, 138 pages.

Charles Raskob Robinson is
a Fellow of the Society. He
paints at Brush Hill, a studio
built in 1752, located in
Washington, CT and formerly
owned by Connecticut
and New Mexico artist
Eric Sloane. Some of
Charlie’s work may be seen
on his website at: www.
brushhillstudios.com.

PREPARE NOW FOR THE

15th NATIONAL
EXHIBITION

The Exhibition Committee is pleased to
report that seven museum venues have
been lined up for the 15th National
Exhibition. It will open in the fall of 2011
in Florida, travel to Alabama, Texas (three
museums) and close in the first half of
2013 in California (two museums). Once
formal approvals have been documented,
the details will be released. Here are some
important facts to consider now.
1. This will be our most ambitious
National ever and will be seen by tens of
thousands from the Atlantic coast, the Gulf
Coast, inland Texas and the Pacific Coast
and then by millions on our web site. This
opportunity demands your best work.
2. A participating artist will add seven
more venues to her or his resume and
greatly enrich the provenance of the art
itself.
3. BUT REMEMBER
All SIGNATURE MEMBERS AND
FELLOWS MUST SUBMIT AT LEAST
ONE WORK
IT SHOULD BE YOUR BEST WORK
NOT ONLY TO ADVANCE YOUR
OWN CAREER BUT TO MAINTAIN
AND ENHANCE THE STANDING AND
REPUTATION OF THE SOCIETY. YOU
AS AN INDIVIDUAL MUST BUILD
FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH AND
THE SAME APPLIES TO THE SOCIETY.
OPPORTUNITIES OPEN BECAUSE OF
OUR PAST SUCCESSES.
4. The work need not be new and can be
borrowed from one of your collectors but
it should be your best. (You can lend your
collector a new work and by the time your
work is returned, the collector will have
fallen in love with the lent work and have
to add it to the collection!)
5. If you plan to submit new work(s),
please start painting soon because the
jury process will begin approximately in
May or June 2011.
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Kerry O’Gorman
From Photo through Photoshop to Painting
by Kerry O’Gorman
Acquiring a copy of Photoshop
Elements was somewhat accidental. We
were poking through the dregs of a local
garage sale. The sale was closing down and
what was left was “free to a good home.”
There, amid the junk, was something too
good to be true - an unopened, shrinkwrapped copy of Photoshop Elements. A
quick trip to Amazon.com yielded “Teach
Yourself Visually Photoshop Elements” and
“Photoshop Elements Bible.” A couple of
mildly-frustrating practice sessions gave
me enough skill to perform some simple
operations with this software.
At that time I was about to start
work
on
the
painting entitled
“ Tw i l l i n g a t e
Fishing
Stage.”
A fishing stage
is a shed of sorts
at water’s edge
used to store the
Original Photograph
nets and other
fishing gear that the locals use in their
trade. I had taken the original photo in a
small Newfoundland village but I thought
the background was dull and uninteresting.
Rather than work from a number of different
photos of different scales and viewpoints
I decided to try an experiment. What if
I could build an integrated image with
Photoshop and then use the result as the
source for the finished work?
The background I envisioned was
a
navigational
nightmare of semisubmerged rocks
and
obstacles
(“sunkers”
the
locals call them).
From my huge
library of shots
Keji Rocks
taken in Nova
Scotia and Newfoundland I began to
compose the image that I would eventually
use for the painting. I landed on a couple of
pictures from The Kejimkujik National Park
(Keji) south of Lunenburg NS. They gave me
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a variety of rocks in similar enough lighting
to employ behind the red Twillingate fishing
stage.
My approach to altering the image isn’t
meant to create a photo that could stand on
its own as a fine example of photography.
Selecting parts of a photo and pasting them
into a different photo is tedious. Getting
the edges of the pasted elements to appear
seamless is, at this time, beyond me. I will
not be sending the National Enquirer any
pictures of politicians in embarrassing
embraces with well-known film stars. But
for the purpose of building source material,
a super-smooth finished product is not a
must.
I will make no attempt to teach
Photoshop in this article, rather I will
identify the tools that I find most helpful.
The aspects of the software that I use most
involve: selecting, cutting and pasting
pieces of one digital image into another;
adjusting the hue, brightness, contrast and
saturation of entire images or selected
areas; “dodging” or “burning” various area;
erasing selected areas; and finally – this is
a neat feature – cloning portions of a photo
into other areas of the same or a different
photo.
Regarding the choice of Photoshop
Elements vs. full-blown Photoshop, I have
found Elements, the scaled-down version
of Photoshop, to have plenty of function
for building source material for paintings.
I would not recommend the additional
expense of full Photoshop for anyone doing
what I describe here. I also use a product
called FastStone to help in handling and
manipulating digital images. FastStone
is a free download (www.faststone.org/
download.htm) and is easy to install and
use. It is simpler than Photoshop for applying
changes to an entire image. For example,
if you want to darken the whole photo,
change its hue, add contrast, etc. FastStone
is quicker and easier. It is also a simpler
tool for cropping and rotation. Whenever
I need to straighten a horizon, FastStone

Kerry O’Gorman in his studio

is the tool of choice. Finally, FastStone is
great for file management. You can move,
copy, and rename images with a few simple
availa
key-strokes. However,
when it becomes
necessary to do something to a portion of
an image, Photoshop is necessary.
Photoshop provides a number of ways
to select parts of an image. There is a simple
rectangular selector, a “polygon” selector
that lets you skirt your way around a more
complex image and a “magic wand” that
will select all the pixels that match or nearly
match…sort of! The wand isn’t as magical
as you might hope. Once isolated it is easy
to re-shape and re-size the selected portion
of an image using a feature called “free
transform.” I find that I use this operation a
great deal.
As I proceeded
from the original
photo to the final
image I went through
the following steps.
First I got rid of the
background that I
Original Photo - Background Removed
did not like. I did this
by cloning portions of the water and the sky
over the top of the hills, houses and islands.
This effectively erased the background
and created a simple horizon with sky
above and water below. Cloning is another
operation that I find extremely difficult if the
objective is a seamless, smooth, new image.
I had to get used to some choppiness in the
resulting picture and be willing to ignore it
when using the photo to make the painting.
Next I selected some rocks, one at a
time, from Keji. I used the basic rectangular
selection tool and simply pasted the
rectangle, after some resizing and re-shaping,

Kerry O’Gorman
into the Twillingate scene. Since the Keji
rocks were already against a background
of water, the resulting rectangular area
was similar in
color to the target
image. To get it
close
enough
for my purposes,
I tweaked the
hue,
saturation,
brightness,
and
First Keji Rock - Cut & Pasted
contrast of the
newly pasted area as necessary. I repeated
this cut-and-paste process until I had
built a background that satisfied me for
composition, atmospheric perspective and
realism.
Finally, I wanted to alter some aspects
of the foreground. I thought it would be
exciting if the rocks just in front of the
building were stronger and more brightly
lit. I used Photoshop’s “sponge” tool to
increase the brightness and saturation of
this area. Tools
like the sponge
are easy and fun
to play with. They
connect
your
mouse to a cursor
in the form of a
small circle which
First Rocks - Before Enhancement
you then move
over the areas of the photo that you wish to
affect. It is analogous to rubbing the photo
with a magic sponge which brings out the
color intensity of that section. It is surprising
how much data there is “hidden” in some
areas that appear dull and drab. The sponge
tool does not create color where no color
exists. As it increases the saturation of the
affected area, colored pixels that were
too dull to observe take on strength and
vibrancy.
A f t e r
everything in the
photo was cloned,
cut,
pasted,
tweaked, sponged
and saved I made
a final pass over
First Rocks - After Enhancement
the image creating
a few splashes of surf against the rocks.
Here I actually built small elements from
scratch using Photoshop’s eraser to whiteout the areas where I wanted some foam.
Photoshop allows you to zoom in as far
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as you choose, all the way to the level of
individual pixels if you wish. I created these
waves at a pretty
high level of
resolution
to
keep
them
from
looking
too gross and
clunky. At this
point I was
Finished painting
ready to put
Twillingate Fishing Stage
brush to canvas.
Of course, some further changes took place
as the painting unfolded. While painting
the picture I thought of the photo-shopped
image as a real place and imagined myself
bringing a fishing boat through the maze
of sunkers into the village. I found that
I quickly forgot what the actual harbor
looked like and got emotionally in touch
with this new scene.
Photoshop can be used to expand
your library of source material enormously.
You can try all kinds of effects without

Final Version
Twillingate Fishing Stage

wasting any paint or canvas. You can make
numerous versions of the same scene with
elements eliminated, elements added,
colors altered, etc. If the camera has lied
about the atmospheric perspective, as I feel
cameras often do, you can put the recession
back into the scene in the photo before
attacking the painting.
For anyone who uses photos for
reference, I suggest you give it a try.
Elements is reasonably inexpensive even
if you aren’t lucky enough find a copy at
a garage sale. The books mentioned above
will serve you well. It takes a little practice
to learn, and even more to master, but it
pays good dividends.

Credit Card Verses
Squeegee: Progress?
In the “Notes from Brush Hill”
column some time ago Fellow John
Barber related how he learned from
Fellow Emeritus John Stobart the
technique of smoothing gesso out on
canvas by using the edge of a credit card.
Charlie Robinson, who writes “Notes
from Brush Hill,” reported that he took
up this tip but improved on it by using
the broader edge of a wallboard spackle
knife. But Robinson found even these
wider edges failed to eliminate telltale
streaks left by each blade stroke; to sand
them down took time. He has been
painting three-dozen canvas-mounted
panels of panoramic shape (13” x 32”)
depicting the same scene but at different
times of the day and year. Since he put
two layers of gesso on each, the streaking
problem cost him time. But then he found
a solution: use a window squeegee that
was wider than the canvas (13”) so there
would be no streaks and the application
would be uniformly smooth.
In an update on the topic, Charlie
reports that when he interviewed retired
Fellow Frank Handlen for this issue’s
“Notes from Brush Hill,” he learned
how Frank applies gesso to his surface
of choice, Masonite. (Frank is 94, does
twenty push-ups every morning and plein
air paints (pastels) year round even in
the dead of Maine winters; his vivacious
wife, Mary, 97, gave up her push-ups ten
years ago.) Frank’s technique: a rubber
roller to smooth the gesso out until there
is no trace of streaking.

Charlie Robinson, Mary Handlen and Frank Handlen
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The Fellows
Corner
Insights and Inspirations
from ASMA’s top artists

“Chesapeake Bound” Making Sail aboard the Schooner
Man A Way - Urbanna, Virginia Circa 1930

In this installment we hear from
Fellow John Barber, who writes about
his own experiences and challenges
in the marketing of his work, and
offers insights you may find useful in
marketing your own. John is well suited
to writing on this subject - as well as
being an extraordinary artist, John is an
accomplished businessman and built his
own successful brand without the help
of outside galleries. He and wife Kathy
started their print publishing company
in 1978 and sold it in 2004 after selfpublishing 136 editions of Barber prints.
They operated the Barber Gallery in
Richmond, VA, exclusively representing
John’s artwork from 1982-2004.
– Russ Kramer, Managing Fellow
In Notes from Brush Hill, Charles
Raskob Robinson featured John M. Barber
in the April 2007 issue of ASMA NEWS.

The Grand Ballroom of the Commonwealth Club
during a Barber auction.

ARE YOU ARTIST, MARKETER
OR BOTH?
Let’s assume that you’ve seriously
committed yourself to being a maritime
artist. You’ve carefully selected your
subject area, immersed yourself in it,
learned it inside out, honed your skills
and now that you’re ready for “Prime
Time”- you’ll sell your artwork! In addition
to the income derived there comes a
wonderful sense of accomplishment and
gratification when a buyer honors you
with their purchase of your creation.
1. GALLERY REPRESENTATION

I created this binder to illustrate some of my recent paintings
and the stories behind them.
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The same in-depth reasoning that
you’ve used to perfect your art, you’ll now
use to select “the” most perfect gallery on
earth to represent your artwork and “you”.
This gallery will, of course, be first-rate in
all respects, well known, highly regarded
and will have a particular interest in your
style and subject. The gallery’s clientele

will be serious collectors and receptive to
your work and find your prices to be a
bargain.
You and “your” gallery both will
take this relationship very seriously
and each will respect the agreement
of clientele/commissions etc with
scrupulous attention. In order to justify
their handsome percentage, your gallery
will make major investments of their
resources to promote your career and
you will return these efforts with your
allegiance and support. They will offer
you a “one person” show: advertise and
promote it heavily and it will sell out!
With this success they will double and
redouble your prices.
You are now a true professional,
successful artist. You leave the marketing
and finances up to the experts and you
spend your days in the studio happily
creating magic and all will “live happily
ever after”.
[Sound of needle skidding across a
phonograph record!]
But what if this “most perfect gallery
on earth” declines to represent you?
Well, that’s when you haul your portfolio
down the street to the “next” most perfect
gallery on earth and so on. Sorry folks –
sometimes facts are just facts but you must
be focused and unrelenting. However,
bear in mind that there is another option.
2. SELF-REPRESENTATION
When representing yourself there
are critical areas: diverse and complex,
which cannot be discussed in this limited
space. These include general advertising,
promotion, news releases, personal
appearances [gallery, radio and TV], and
feature articles, [newspaper, magazines];
partnerships with similarly minded
organizations etc, etc. Therefore I will
simply discuss the two broad options of
marketing #1 and #2.
Even though I have always had
some limited gallery representation, 90
percent of my original artwork has been
sold directly by my gallery or me. I will
use my own history to illustrate how

one may personally offer their original
art to the market and do so better than
most galleries. I learned these lessons by
default as opposed to choice.
Briefly - In 1977, I was offered a “one
man” show at the only gallery of repute
in my hometown of Richmond, Virginia.
After working many, many months on the
art and spending much of our meager
savings on framing, the gallery owner
was “outted” by our town’s newspaper
for pilfering from his artists. I suspected
this to be true due to personal experience
and immediately cancelled the event
scheduled to open in two weeks to the
owner’s threat of a lawsuit!
My wife Kathy and I sat down to digest
the news and after a cocktail or two, we
had our “eureka” moment. We enjoyed
having parties for our friends. What is
an art opening at a gallery aside from
having a party? We pulled ourselves up
by our bootstraps, called a caterer friend,
printed invitations and had the event at
our modest home. The evening was not
a sellout but successful enough and the
best part? No gallery commissions!

but someone walking in the gallery to buy
a painting would simply have to wait! [I
love anticipation, don’t you?] Due to the
elaborate nature of planning and staging
the sales as well as the overwhelming
demands of my print business in the
1990s we opted to hold the original sales
only once every three years.
These evenings began as guests
arrived at the ballroom entrance lined
with palms, treated to gourmet fare,
fully appointed bars and our live concert
pianist on stage. The lighted art looking
like glowing jewels resting on table
easels along the two long walls of the
ballroom. Guest enjoyed refreshments,
viewed the art and chatted with one
another and with my family and me. After
an hour or so the group took their seats,
the food tables were quietly removed,
but the bars left open [important]. A
spotlight illuminated my podium and I
took the stage to welcome the guests and
introduce my family and staff.

This became an annual affair at our
home for several years and the final night
we had three buyers for one painting.
We drew names. The following day one
of the three attendees from the previous
night called to suggest that we move
the event to a private club downtown in
order to have more space and make the
affair more professional.

One by one I’d describe each piece
of art, which was now being walked
up and down the center isle under
stage lighting by staff as my tuxedoed
auctioneer asked for bids and executed
the sale. Each time we’d sell between 60
- 70 pieces of art: from small sketches on
cocktail napkins to oil studies and major
oils from which print editions had been
published. Interestingly this became one
of “the” social affairs in Richmond to the
point we were forced to cap attendance
due to fire law limits.

We moved the sale in 1983 to
the Grand Ballroom of Richmond’s
prestigious Commonwealth Club and
immediately had wonderful success
with the event, which had now become
an auction due to multiple buyers. We
were also operating the Barber Gallery/
print business at that time since 1982
[it exclusively represented my originals
and prints,] open six days per week. The
Club sales had become so successful we
decided to only “show” originals in my
gallery but did not sell them outside the
events at the Commonwealth Club. I did
create custom pieces during these years

Our asking prices [reserves] were
quite low because we’d discovered that
the lower the starting price, the more
bidders and consequently the higher the
bidding would go - sometimes to ten
fold! [I love seeing those southern egos
jousting with their checkbooks after a
few high quality bourbons or single-malt
scotches.] The evening would typically
bring in between $250,000 and $400,000
and while we certainly had expenses they
were quite reasonable in comparison to
gallery commissions of the day. Even
though I did not pay such commissions,
I paid a few galleries a 15-20 percent fee

“ The Skipjack Lorraine Rose Rounding
Hooper Island Lighthouse” - Chesapeake Bay

Active bidding during one of the triennial events.

Here we clearly see how a client’s single photograph
transforms to sketches, oil study and to the final oil.

Continued on Page 21
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Fellow’s Corner - Continued from Page 21

of what their clients purchased.
The following Monday major buyers
received, by courier, floral arrangements;
select wines and or fine cigars with a
personal note of thanks from me.
RECENT TIMES
Fast forward. My last sale at the Club
was 2002. After 26 years of full-time
painting, print publishing, distribution,
retailing and 50 employees throughout
this time, in 2004 we sold our print
business and inventory and closed my
gallery in Richmond. Now in 2010 and
after 32 years as a full-time artist I spend
most of my time on original work and no
longer am involved with prints. I now
have no employees - I’m a one-man band
again and loving it. Of course there’s
Kathy my wife, and she still does our
basic bookkeeping, serves as an Officer
of our corporation and my long-time
advisor - but I try not to lean on her too
much. Without my personal gallery, my
website www.johnbarberart.com, which I
don’t keep updated as I should, suffices.
There’s been a steady flow of work
all these years owing to the many, many
thousands of prints of my art in the region
I suppose. I’ve seen no slowdown in my
workload during these recent economic
times; however my custom paintings tend
to be smaller than before.
Still my originals are “self represented”
for the most part but I do work somewhat
with the Annapolis Marine Art Gallery
and a gallery in Richmond. If you
represent your originals in a city or area
with a gallery doing so as well, inevitably
conflicts will arise. It is critical that you
find amicable ways to accommodate one
another’s clients and territories in order to
co-market in the same region. So, even
if you’re primarily representing yourself
you can find inventive ways to work with
galleries, which can enhance your sales
and theirs.
“WET PAINT” EMAILS
Most of my work today is still
custom or “commissioned” paintings
[some illustrated here] however I still do
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paintings for the general public. Over
a year ago I began sending emails to
my client list, which shows each new
painting, just off the easel, called “Wet
Paint” emails. The art is illustrated framed;
pertinent information is included such
as the story behind the painting, size
and price. Most sell directly to one of
my email recipients within hours – one
after only 20 minutes! If the painting is
a custom piece for a client, the email
recipients seem to enjoy seeing it also.

ASMA EAST OPENING
AT THE BIGGS
MUSEUM
Photos courtesy Christine Diehlmann and Jack Wiberg

TAKE THE FEAR OUT OF CUSTOM ART
Over the years I’ve had much
success and gratification doing custom
painting. From the client’s perspective,
the uncertainty of what the eventual
painting will look like is paramount. I’ve
developed a process, which eliminates
virtually all the concerns facing the buyer.
I’ve illustrated some of these projects
in a binder which I’ve assembled using
Microsoft Publisher. I explain that the
process begins with the client describing
their desires and my translating their
vision with my own creative input and
this concept is represented in an initial
sketch[s]. Only after this is approved
do I go on to paint a small oil study [if
required] and upon acceptance is the
final painting created. Such a simple
concept to understand when illustrated.
I mail this binder to prospects or review
it with them personally. I’ve had only one
unhappy collector in my career, to my
knowledge, and that’s because I missed
the deadline due to our honeymoon 42
years ago!
So, these are a few thoughts and
observations on marketing art from my
studio and I hope there may be a germ
of an idea here that will help some of my
fellow ASMA members.

John Barber is a
Fellow of the Society
and is noted for his
many paintings of the
Chesapeake Bay area.
John lives in South
Richmond, Virginia

Steve Lush, Christine Diehlmann and Jack Wiberg
in front of the painting by Steve Lush

Pauline Lorfano

Keith Whitelock

A visitor admires Jack Wiberg’s painting of the
Continental Navy Frigate “Delaware”

Biggs Museum of American Art “Blue Water, Still Water” Curator,
Ryan Grover and Biggs Museum Director, Linda A. K. Danko

Do Yourself A Favor:

Listen to Loretta

A review of Looking Astern: An
Artist’s View of Maine’s Historic Working
Waterfronts written and illustrated by
Loretta Krupinski, published 2010 by
Down East, ISBN 978-0-89272-749-0,
122 pages.
By Charles Raskob Robinson

The purpose of our Society is
to advance the appreciation and
understanding of marine art and history.
Rarely has a member done this so well
as Fellow Loretta Krupinski in her latest
book. And rarely does one find a book
in which marine art and marine history
are so successfully intertwined. Loretta
is to be congratulated for this enormous
effort of research, thoughtful writing and
painting for she has produced a book that
should be read, studied and collected in
the library of any serious marine painter.
For decades Loretta has been an
accomplished marine artist and at the
same time illustrator/author of books for
young readers. The twenty-seventh of this
series was released earlier this year; ten
of them she both wrote and illustrated.
To be this productive she has to be
organized and focused, but her four-year
effort to write Looking Astern stands out
as her most significant book. In clear and
comprehensive writing and with forty of
her wonderful paintings she relates the
many interesting facets of the fascinating
marine history of her state of Maine.

this book enlightens you about so many
marine subjects.
With the benefit of her view and
explanation of the past, one can better
understand the present and anticipate
the future in so many dimensions
– be it sea birds, marine life, the
ever-changing relationship between
economics, technology, international
trade and commerce, use of natural
resources, changing needs of society
(from different styles of architecture to
changing appetites), to the cost of labor
and resulting impact on ship design and
operational efficiency. And whether you
paint summertime races, coastal beach
scenes, or sculpt underwater marine
life, the overall human perspective
that Loretta offers in this book is most
enriching and should add consciously or
subconsciously to how you perceive you
subject and thus render it.
While this was clear to me, I
nonetheless wanted to test it. So I took
our most recent National Exhibition
Catalog and opened it at random five
times. Each time a chapter in her book
brought a whole new appreciation to
what I was viewing. And for this reason I
suggest every marine artist in the Society
should at least read the book and, better
yet, add it to her or his library. Join me in
this exercise to see what I mean.

The first random opening revealed
Journey by Richard W. Toft on page 75;
Since we are so attuned in this
the light buoy
nano-second world in which we live
at
dusk
he
to view a subject and pigeonhole
describes as “a
it within seconds (and thereby
contemplative
discounting its significance and
painting
that
interest), one might well look at
e x p l o r e s
this title and cover (which shows a
the realm of
detail on one of her forty paintings)
solitude . . .
Journey, Egg Tempera by Richard W. Toft
and immediately slot it into marine
that changes the
history of Maine and, unless you
ordinary into something more universal.”
happen to be from Maine, take no further
Loretta’s final chapter, “Protecting Lives”
interest in reading it much less buying
relates how the last ice age created the
it. If you are a marine artist – of almost
distinctive Maine coast, so hazardous
any kind – this would be your mistake
to mariners and how, since the 1700’s,
because, if you believe it is important to
lights have been placed to warn sailors
“know your subject before you paint it,”
of the dangers. Most of these are remote
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and exist in their own world of solitude.
Toft’s light burns brighter in the context of
man’s long struggle that Loretta describes
– and portrays in four paintings – in this,
her last chapter.
Julie
Sutherland’s
two-masted
s c h o o n e r,
The
Lettie,
on page 50,
was the next.
Built in 1893
in Essex, MA,
the ship was
restored
a
The Lettie, Oil by Julie Sutherland
hundred years
later and Julie captured the image of her in
2006. Although Loretta focuses on Maine
activities, she puts them - and vessels like
The Lettie - in the context of the larger
picture. (“Maine built more ships by total
tonnage than any other state on the East
Coast, and by 1855, a third of the vessels
produced in the United States were built
there.”) But more importantly, she relates
the whole evolution of the schooner –
and, for that matter, many other craft – in
the context of the market demands they
sought to address. These included the
limits of the materials they had available
(beyond a certain length wooden ships
tended to hog back) and the competitive
economics of operation that called for
rigs that smaller crews could operate
(as in schooners) and that forced laborintensive rigs (such as full rigged ships)
out of the market. Thus she takes us from
the two-master - such as The Lettie and its dominant role in Banks fishing to
the three-master and its importance as a
coastal cargo vessel to the four and, yes,
the five-masted schooners. Maine built
forty-five of the fifty-eight five-masters
launched in New England. And there
were some six-masters. Those of you
who have had the good fortune to visit
the architecturally innovative Maine
Maritime Museum in Bath have seen the
very clever reminder of the largest sixmaster, the Wyoming, that was built right
there when the Percy and Small Shipyard
occupied the grounds. The viewer sees
only the barest of Wyoming’s bones,
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Listen to Loretta
leaving the rest of the hull on the yard’s
ways to the imagination. The towering
bowsprit, the bow, the keel with a single
forward frame and transom frame – are
all there is. Yet the enormous size of the
described space (a hull nearly 330’ long,
50’ wide and stories high) with the long
reach of the bowsprit overwhelms the
viewer.

San Pedro Morning by Louis Stephen
Gadal (page 24) is not a Maine or even
a New England
scene.
But
this California
fishing harbor
shares
the
same human
and marine life
story
Loretta
San Pedro Morning, Watercolor,
describes both
by Louis Stephen Gadal
in terms of
man’s struggle with the sea and the fish’s
struggle with mankind. Her chapter “Fish
Tales” relates both sides of the story in
terms of cod (once a large and plentiful
fish and now threatened with extinction
according to many), herring, sardines
and lobsters (which once were a “trash”
food and laws protected the poor from
being fed too many of them). It remains,
like the boats in Gadal’s painting, a very
current story.
One looks at the massive container
ship in A Gathering of Giants by Edward

A Gathering of Giants, Acrylic
by Edward M. Griffith

M. Griffith (page 40) and is overwhelmed
with the size of the ship and its related
loading dock equipment. One does not
look at the scene as merely the current
chapter in an evolutionary story, for how
could there be any further evolution of
something so big? Yet, if you had read
Loretta’s book, you would look at the
scene very differently for history tells us
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that even this near 1000’ container ship,
the Ming Europe, is not the last chapter.
The bulk carriers of earlier day were the
multi-masted schooners and they pressed
their physical (wood construction)
limits before they gave way to other
construction technologies (steel) and to
other forms of transportation by sea (coal
barges) and by land (rail) and eventually
other forms of fuel (oil and natural gas).
I dined last week with the captain of a
Shell super tanker who said his current
ship had been cut down from 500,000
ton capacity to a mere 300,000 because
of changing market demands. Loretta
tells you how this has been going on for
hundreds of years in Maine both in ship
design and shipbuilding.
The final choice was the last page
(107) featuring Roger E. Salisbury’s June
Dusk, Gloucester. It happens to be
Massachusetts and features a dory but
neither of these facts is important to the
painting. Nor,
again, is there
anything
remotely
historic about
it. But that is
the point, for
if you look at
June Dusk, Gloucester, Pastel
by Roger Salisbury
this evocative
pastel having read Loretta’s book, it is
a much richer experience for one sees
centuries of sea experience and life on it,
not just a boat at anchor at dusk or dawn.
To use Roger’s own words, it becomes
even more “mysterious” and “dramatic.”
Professionally, Loretta will find that
this book has opened a new, exciting
world for her. She has entered on a new
stage with an expanded audience. And
the experience will be compounding
because she has become so enthusiastic
about the subject matter – the deeper she
gets into it, the more she loves it.

Well done, Loretta.
You have “done our
Society proud.”

ASMA
and the next
Bicentennial

It will be 37 years since we last
celebrated a Bicentennial in the United
States, but signs for the next one have
already appeared on the horizon.
Celebrations marking the War of 1812 hold
the promise of almost as much fanfare as
those surrounding the birth of America
in 1776 and ASMA has begun to consider
how we might actively participate in the
festivities. The war, unpopular on both
sides, was declared on June 18, 1812
and officially ended on Dec. 24, 1814, so
commemorations would likely extend
through the end of 2014.
Earliest
Exhibition
Committee
discussions have centered on how ASMA
might participate in events related to the
war’s anniversary, and which locations we
will focus on. Several possibilities for our
involvement may be emerging. Museums
and arts organizations are more than ever
looking into cooperation as a way to stretch
their investment, something we’ve also
been doing in recent years. So for example,
if some ASMA pieces were combined with
selections from various participating
museum collections, the cost and benefits
of a traveling museums exhibit would be
shared equally. What form that sharing
might take isn’t clear because an exhibit
like this one wouldn’t comfortably fit the
National or Regional members exhibition
format we have previously followed. In
recent years a wide variety of members
artwork would be juried into an ASMA
exhibit, and the show would travel to
different venues in the course of its life.
But this exhibition would be a unique
special event, featuring artwork with a
relatively narrow focus. Is this something
we can accomplish, and on a scale we’ve
usually supported? How well we’re able
to accomplish that will determine what
this show looks like.
What is clear is that potentially this is
a wonderful opportunity for ASMA, and
we’re very interested in feedback from
members on it. The catch is that there isn’t
Continued on Page 30

AREA
REPRESENTATIVES
Asma North

Regional
Reflections

Mike Killelea
art@killeleart.com

Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, New Hanpshire, Ohio, Rhode
Island, Wisconsin, England* and Canada*
*For US Citizens Living Abroad

ASMA Website Help Needed

Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

A professional web developing company
has been updating the ASMA website for
some months. They’ve created much needed
updates for us, like the ability to pay dues
online, but they’re too costly for simple
copy changes and updates. Most ASMA site
Regional page links currently say “under construction”, something
we want to fix. However, like everything else in this volunteer
organization, we need an individual who’s willing to update the
ASMA East or the ASMA South or ASMA North pages. If you know
something about Dreamweaver and are willing to handle one of those
pages, please contact me. Everyone in your Region will be grateful for
your effort.

Mike Killelea

ASMA North

Steve Lush

stevelus49@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Lois Salmon Toole
lstoole@alltel.net

Phil Cusumano

philcusumano@ymail.com

Asma East

art@killeleart.com

Don Norris

donnor6@atlanticbb.net

Asma South

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico, Texas,
and the US Virgin Islands

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

Asma West

Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii,
Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming • FPO and AE

Alan Ryall
alanryall@att.net

Dutch Mostert

dutchmostert@netscape.net

advisors to area representatives

David Weiss

Jon Olson

dmweiss@cox.net

jonolson2@verizon.net

Kim Shaklee

Austin Dwyer

kim@kimshaklee.com

Bob Dykes

robertdykes@cox.net

Dan Frey

info@darkdanceproductions.com

aadwyer@verizon.net

Adam Koltz

ASMA North is finalizing their upcoming exhibit “Between the
Shining Seas” at the Wisconsin Maritime Museum and the Minnesota
Marine Art Museum. The WMM is built on the site of shipyards that
Fellow Emeritus Don Stoltenberg used to pass by as a boy while
spending summers nearby. Don’s painting, S.S. America, will be part
of the exhibition. The prospectus for the show, which runs from June
though November 2010, is reprinted on page 30 of this newsletter.
Please note that the exhibit is open to ASMA members in any region.

Capt. Phil Cusumano, philcusumano@ymail.com of Gloucester,
MA, joins Lois Salmon Toole of Chagrin Falls, OH as an advisor to
ASMA North’s Regional Representative Steve Lush. The job involves
helping Steve work through existing projects in the Region, and on
planning for upcoming ones. They should be quite busy with this
year’s Regional Exhibition and they will need all the help they can get
with it. Please contact them if you can be part of that.
Steve Lush, has also been in active discussions with the USS
Constitution Museum in Charlestown, MA about a possible exhibit
tied to the War of 1812. His discussions, in conference with Charlie
Robinson in the Exhibition Committee, are exploring how such an
exhibit might be put together. The original thought was to create a
Regional Exhibit but as the idea took hold it has grown in scope. (See
related story on ASMA and the next Bicentennial on Page 24).
ASMA South

In spite of efforts to secure venues for a Regional Exhibition in
the south, that idea remains just out of reach. However, some of the
venues under consideration may actually host ASMA artwork, but in
an upcoming National Exhibit.
ASMA East

In early March, the Biggs Museum of American Art opened its
doors to a collection of ASMA art titled “Blue Water / Still Water”.
Continued on Page 30

adamkoltz@sbcglobal.net

Grant Saylor

gsaylor@hotmail.com
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Sarasota, Florida
Update on our
museums, art, small craft, etc. Roger is a dynamic speaker and I
EVENTS CALENDAR
know all will be entertained and educated by him.

2010 Annual General Meeting

Here is the latest
update on our schedule
of events for the Sarasota
2010 Annual General
Meeting.
We
have
some programs already
planned and are working
on some other options for
you to choose from.

schedules, area hot spots, etc.

A good percentage of
our members will arrive
Thursday afternoon, and
we will have a hospitality
room set up where you
may obtain your name
tags and packets with

For those who have attended AGMs before, and plan on being
in Sarasota, you know that our programs and social activities
generally get underway on Friday afternoon, while Fellows and
Board business meetings are held Friday morning. For those with
free time, there always seem to be groups who gather for plein air
painting sessions, if you bring your materials.
We are also working on the possibility of a group tour of the
Ringling Art Museum. ( http://www.ringling.org/). The museum
complex not only houses a phenomenal art museum, but also a
circus museum, John Ringling’s home “Ca d’Zan” and beautiful
grounds on Sarasota Bay to explore, and only 10 minutes from the
Hyatt.
Our Friday evening cocktail party will take place outdoors
next to the pool and boathouse restaurant area. After dinner we
will be presenting a digital showing of attending members’ art,
including images of our newest Signature Members and Fellows,
in a PowerPoint presentation hosted by Fellow Russ Kramer. Please
read the details of this on the back page if you will be attending and
would like to submit images for this program. It has always been
a very popular event when we were able to present it in the past.

Saturday morning will be our Annual General Meeting for all
members present; and, then, on Saturday afternoon plein air groups
will most likely gather again, possibly a demo by one of our Fellows,
free time, etc. We want to give everyone a choice of events this year.
At the Saturday evening “Bob Skemp Dinner”, our after-dinner
speaker will be Roger Allen, Historic Sites Manager for the Heritage
Site that includes the Florida Maritime Museum at Cortez and
the 100-acre FISH Preserve in the Historic Florida Fishing Village
of Cortez., who will offer a PowerPoint presentation of maritime
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For 9 years prior to coming to Florida, Roger served as Curator
of Boatbuilding Technology and Director of the Harvey W. Smith
Watercraft Center for the North Carolina State Maritime Museum
in Beaufort, North Carolina.
Prior to his employment at the North Carolina Museum Roger
was, for 13 years, Director of the Workshop on the Water and
Curator of Watercraft for the Philadelphia Maritime Museum,
(now Independence Seaport Museum) of that City. He was also
Director of the 1895, 157’ wooden Barkentine, Gazela Primeiro
for the Museum before the ship was turned over to the City of
Philadelphia. He has served as Trustee
for the Ship Preservation Guild of the
Port of Philadelphia, and for the Bay
Shore Discovery Program, operators of
the Clyde Phillips, a 97’ Delaware Bay
Oyster Schooner.
Roger is a founding member and
past President of the Museum Small
Craft Association, (the professional
organization for Curator’s of Museums
whose collections include traditional
watercraft). He is a member of the
Saturday Speaker, Roger Allen
National Council for the Traditional
Small Craft Association, the International Congress of Maritime
Museums and the Council of American Maritime Museums.

Sunday morning we will have Signature Member Larry Moore,
of Winter Park, Florida, offer a plein
air demonstration at the marina area
of the hotel. Larry is a very well known
plein air artist and travels extensively.
He will offer a dynamic demonstration
of his marine art. (http://www.
larrymoorestudios.com/).
So as you can see, we’re planning
Signature Member, Larry Moore
an exciting weekend for you. But as
any of those members who have attended our AGM’s in the past
can tell you, the best part is the camaraderie and friendliness of
meeting new friends, greeting old acquaintances and sharing the
world of marine art. As a non-profit organization, our AGM’s are
mandatory once a year so that we can conduct official business, but
our ultimate hope is that everyone enjoys their time together.
If you haven’t made your reservations already, now is the time
to do so. As of this writing the hotel is already 65% booked. That is
unheard of in our history, this early in the game. But, as I mentioned,
Sarasota in the Fall is a prime destination. Don’t miss out on this
one!!! See the back page for reservation details.

From Our Readers
Exhibition Notes of concern

It has come to my attention that there are some problems that need
addressing. I hope to bring up some of the things that have resulted in
misunderstanding and difficulties for both artists as well as the venue
holding the exhibition. The first is that the prospectus must be gone over,
filled out correctly and rules followed. This procedure takes a little time
to do. Firstly, make a check list to make sure everything is completed
and all the requirements have been met. Attention to details are very
important for things to run smoothly. Leaving things out can cause extra
work for the venue and result in the artist work not being accepted.
When a piece of artwork has been accepted for an exhibition, it must
be available for showing and in the hands of the artist. There have been
problems when a piece is accepted and the artist informs the venue
that the piece has been sold. This leaves the venue short of completing
the exhibition as originally planned, and consequently, there will be a
vacant space on the wall. It also means someone whose work was turned
away, could have been accepted into the exhibition. And most definitely,
they will not accept a substitute piece from that artist! This has happen
enough times that rules have been placed by the venue that when this
does take place, the artist is banded from entering their exhibition for up
to three years.
Shipping the artwork has also resulted in problems. The artwork can
be very fragile and damaged both to and from the venue. Care should
be taken in the framing so the piece is secure. When a piece requires
glass protection, only plexiglass should be used. The reason being, there
have been many pieces arriving that have been badly damaged from
broken glass. This also can lead to expensive repairs that will become the
artists responsibility. Some pieces have been damaged badly enough to
be excluded from the exhibition.
Shipping crates can also become a problem when not well made or
loosely put together. Many artists now use the Airfloat Strong Boxes
which are light weight and travel very well. Some venues request that the
Strong Box be used in their shipping instructions. Also, some shippers
should not be used because they have a reputation of handling the work
in an unprofessional manner. One shipping agent in particular has a
reputation for their gorilla handling of artwork, and the work always
arrives damaged.

Along with the work, the artist should supply the information for
returning the piece. It should include a return airbill for the shipper, a
return label and any special instructions from the artist. This should be
placed in an envelope and attached to the piece in someway; taped on the
back, etc. Many of the venues do not have a large staff, and anything we
can do to make it easier for them to return the work is great appreciated
by them. If they do call you because of some problem that has come up
please return their call, so the difficulty can be resolved quickly.
I know that with shipping and handling, our work can be a problem.
In this day and age, the artist needs to understand the rules and follow
them to the letter. I wanted to explore some of these things that have
taken place recently, and that have caused difficulties and problems for
both artist and venue.
Louis Gadal
Signature Member, Los Angeles, CA

The handsome fine art book shown here is the end result of a nineyear adventure of discovery. It had several beginnings. One was John
Prentiss Benson’s magnificent painting Seven Seas, which was painted
for my grandfather, Ned Betts, John Benson’s good friend. When
my grandfather died in 1951, the painting came to live in our home,
hanging prominently above
the living room sofa. In that
sense, I “grew up” with John
Benson, although I confess
I didn’t think much about
him; he was always just
there, a subliminal presence
that imprinted in my mind
an ideal image of beautiful
marine art.
Another beginning was the marriage of John Benson’s only son Phil
to my aunt Barbara Betts. After two daughters arrived, it was hoped
that the third child would be a boy, and could rightfully be named John
Prentiss Benson after his grandfather. Fortunately for the purposes of our
story, the baby was another girl, and so became Joan Prentiss Benson.
Joan married Nick Baker in 1962. Her untimely death in 2000 prompted
Nick and me to speculate – in an offhand way – about the possibility of
creating some formal record of John Benson’s work in Joanie’s honor.
Knowing there had never been any such tribute, we suspected there
might be enough material for an interesting project. How little we knew.
The third beginning was the contents of a battered old Miller beer
box. (We will always fondly refer to it as “the beer box”.) Over the years
since John Benson’s death in 1947, family members had tossed whatever
memorabilia came their way into the beer box. It became the repository
of old photos, newspaper clippings, three of the artist’s logbooks, old
letters – the kind of material that quietly collects while waiting for the
light to dawn. John Prentiss Benson was just waiting to be discovered.
Thanks to the famous beer box, and Nick’s and my relationships to the
Benson family, it has been a fabulous adventure for the past nine years.
Neither Nick Baker nor I had any idea what we were getting into
when we embarked upon what we unsuspectingly referred to as a
“definitive” record of John Benson’s work. (It is with some humor that
I report an art critic asking me if we were “doing a catalogue raisonné”,
and I did not even know what the term meant! Of course I said “yes” –
and went home to look it up in the dictionary!) Nine years later, there
is indeed a three-volume “catalogue raisonné” -- The Artistic Legacy of
John Prentiss Benson. There is a website - www.johnpbenson.org. There
have been two one-man exhibitions. And finally in 2009, the missing
piece in the record: a fine art book, John Prentiss Benson – American
Marine Artist.
Our journey of discovery will never end as long as there are
“unlocated” John Prentiss Benson paintings to be found. At last count,
we know of more than 800 titles, but have knowledge of the whereabouts
of only 300. Every new find is a triumph. We cordially invite all ASMA
members to join us in the treasure hunt for as yet unlocated John Prentiss
Benson marine paintings. Use the website to get in touch with us – and
join in the fun!
Margaret M. Betts
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Christine’s Log Book - Continued from Page 6

days of sail in large schooners with yards of canvas can hone their
skills and learn a trade on the schooners PRIDE of BALTIMORE II,
the LIBERTY CLIPPER, the PIONEER and on the ROSE. There are
hundreds of young people sailing in schooners today. Depending on
the owners, a schooner can one day be an official sail training ship
or just a ship where adventuresome sailors get sail training. The

training ship between 1985 and 2001. The last time I saw the ROSE
was last fall. She was in dry-dock in Booth Bay, Maine undergoing
repairs and refitting. I expect to see her cruising the East coast this
summer probably under the auspices of the National Maritime
Historical Society.

The PIONEER, the third ship in the trio, is part of New York’s
South Street Seaport Museum fleet. She was donated to the museum
in 1970 and gives daily sails and charters. Her crew is comprised of
regular professionals and volunteers. The Pioneer was built in 1885
in Marcus Hook, PA to carry sand mined near Delaware Bay. She
is “the only iron-hulled American merchant sailing vessel still in
existence”.

Don’t forget to enter the ASMA North Juried Exhibit traveling
to both Wisconsin and Minnesota this summer. The prospectus is in
the winter 2010 NEWS. The deadline is May 24,2010. The Coos Art
Museum’s 17th Annual Maritime Art Exhibit deadline is May 15,
2010. This is an ASMA exhibition on the West coast.

IN MEMORY OF

The LBERTY CLIPPER, PRIDE OF BALTIMORE II & PIONEER

PRIDE, a replica of the 18th century Baltimore Clipper Schooner
is Maryland’s goodwill ambassador. She is owned by a Maryland
corporation devoted to her existence. Her two captains alternate
command and are constant as are her high ranking officers. The
crew however is changed every year.
The LIBERTY CLIPPER, also a replica of an 18th century clipper
ship, who along with the PRIDE are my camera’s favorite subjects,
is privately owned. She changed owners last year and I have not
yet met the new ones. She does sail under the Liberty Fleet business
name providing tours of Boston Harbor in the summer and cruises
in the West Indies in the winter. For the past ten or more years,
several of my photographs of the schooner have been traveling
from Massachusetts to Florida in the owner’s cabin. This is a big
schooner, gaff rigged, that hires many young people to earn the
trade. The ROSE is not a schooner. She is basically a replica of an 18th
century Royal Navy frigate, the same type of ship that operated off
the coast of the American colonies during the Revolutionary War.
Her sail configuration offers all kinds of learning opportunities and
experience for sailors. You all have probably seen her as the ship
HMS SURPRISE in the movie “Master and Commander”. I believe
she was re-rigged for that purpose. After that she was dockside
at the Maritime Museum of San Diego. She was officially a sail
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Michele Devereaux Hardy
1943 - 2009
Michele Devereaux Hardy passed away in her home
surrounded by her family after a valiant four-year battle
with cancer. She was a well known Marine Artist and
exhibited her paintings in Bermuda, Jackson, Houston,
Birmingham, Indianapolis, New York and locally. Over
the years she was commissioned and produced over 200
oil paintings of Clipper Ships, Marine Seascapes, and
local scenes; and her works are in private collections
across the nation. Her works may be viewed at www.
mdhmarineart.com.

Charles Mulligan, Jr. - 2009
Charles Mulligan was a retired US NAVY SENIOR
CHIEF ELECTRONICS TECHNICAN. He also retired
from the Librescope Co. where he was a Customer
Training Engineer teaching Weapons, Computer
Systems, Orientation, Operation, Maintenance and
Repair. Charles was a self-taught 82 year old artist.
He was a Charter Member of The American Society of
Marine Artists.

From The Foc’s’le - Continued from Page 5

“The Grandeur of America’s Age of Sail” opened to the public
on January 23. It was organized by The Four Arts in partnership
with the artist, and features more than sixty maritime oil paintings
spanning more than six decades of Mr. Stobart’s illustrious career.
The Four Arts rarely showcases work by living artists.

Boston based artist John
Stobart is one of the foremost
maritime artists of our time.
His work is collected by
thousands around the world
and reflects not only his
stellar artistic ability, but also
his mastery of the technical
details of ships. By studying
drawings and blueprints
of century-old-vessels, he
Fellow Emeritus John Stobart (right) with Burton Closson
has created a compelling
and Marie Rigney at his opening
historical narrative with
stunningly accurate detail. John Stobart resides in Westport, MA
and Ft. Lauderdale, FL.
Fellow Kent Ullberg won the Briscoe Western Art Museum’s
2010 Legacy Award for his impressive body of work and lasting
impact on the western art world. Ullberg is the first western
sculptor honored with the Briscoe Museum Legacy Award. Prior
recipients are legendary western painters Howard Terpning,
Clark Hulings and G. Harvey. The National Academy of Design
elected him a full academician (NA), the first wildlife artist since
John James Audubon to earn this supreme tribute. The National
Academy of Western Art awarded him their foremost Prix de
West. While Ullberg has completed hundreds of fine small-scale
works, he’s best known for 80+ monumental sculptures in Europe,
Africa and America. His Fort Lauderdale and Omaha installations
are the largest wildlife bronze compositions ever made spanning
several city blocks each.
Signature Member Paula Holtzclaw had 2 paintings juried
into the Salon International 2010 at Greenhouse Gallery in San
Antonio, Texas. Reception was Saturday evening April 10th. The
show runs April 10 through April 30, 2010. 3 of her paintings
will be on exhibit in the Women Artists of the West, “WAOWing
the Golden State”, at the Olaf Wieghorst Museum in El Cajon,
California. The show opens with reception on June 4th and runs
through June 30th, 2010.
Paula will also be exhibiting a painting in the National Oil
and Acrylic Painters Society’s
Signature Artist Invitational. It
will he hosted by the Cultural
Arts Center in Estes Park, CO.
Reception is June 5th and show
continues through July 4th,
2010.

Cosco Bay Bridge - Ann Mohnkern

Signature member Ann
Mohnkern has been accepted
into the Center for Maine

Contemporary Art (CMCA) 2010 Biennial Juried Exhibition, being
one of 41 artists chosen from among 654 applicants. The painting
selected, “Casco Bay Bridge”, (oil on linen, 20 X 30), is a view of
the draw bridge that crosses the Fore River between Portland and
South Portland, Maine. The Biennial Exhibition runs from May
29 - July 17, 2010, at the CMCA building located at 162 Russell
Avenue in Rockport, Maine.
Once again, some of our own ASMA artists, who are also
members of COGAP (The US Coast Guard Art Program) have
had paintings juried into
a COGAP show to be held
at the Salmagundi Club in
New York City. The 2010
COGAP Exhibition will
open on June 15th and run
through June 27th. It will
then travel as a complete
exhibition to museums
and organizations during
the year. Three artists
“Search and Rescue” - Watercolor
16” x 20”, Michael Mazer

“Rescue Mission”, 14” x 20 ”Watercolor,
Louis Stephen Gadal

have furnished images of
their accepted paintings;
Member Michael Mazer
and Signature Members
Louis Stephen Gadal and
Robert C. Semler. I’m sure
there are more ASMA artists
who have been included
in this year’s exhibition.
If you are interested in

becoming a member of
COGAP, please go to
their website at http://
w w w. u s c g . m i l / a r t /
where you will find
all of the information
you will need to
join this prestigious
organization.
Member and Gallery
“Final Check Before Suiting Up” - Oil on Linen
owner, Debbie Hearle
18” x 24”, Robert C. Semler
had a nice write-up
recently with a 7-page spread in the publication Cape Cod Life. In
the past she has hosted exhibitions at The Hearle Gallery, Chatham,
MA, featuring several ASMA artists and others. ASMA artists who
have shown there are Debbie, Sergio Roffo, Yves Parent, William
Davis, William Hanson, James Magner and Ron Tinney.
Lorraine E’drie’s oil painting. “Twilight Sails”, 30” x 40”, has
been accepted into the private collection of the Newport Harbor
Nautical Museum, Newport Beach, CA. The painting depicts
Newport harbor at twilight time.
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ASMA North

The Wisconsin Maritime Museum in Manitowac, WI and the Minnesota
Marine Art Museum in Winona, MN will host the second ASMA Regional
Exhibition in the Great Lakes area titled

“Between

the Shining Seas”

2010 ASMA North Juried Exhibit Prospectus

This exhibit is open to ASMA members in every Region
1. Artwork in the 2010 ASMA North Regional Exhibition will be displayed
at the Wisconsin Maritime Museum from June 26 through August 22, and
the Minnesota Marine Art Museum from Sept 7 through November 13,
2010. The exhibit will accommodate two and three-dimensional artwork.
2. Only gallery or museum quality framed original artwork, with a
combined height & width no greater than 60” (not including frame), will
be eligible for hanging. This includes oils, watercolors, acrylics, pastels,
drawings and graphics (which includes etchings, engravings, serigraphy, and
collages). Submitting artwork for ASMA jurying is an affirmation that artwork
is original, doesn’t infringe on any copyright, and that the digital copy you
send is an accurate representation of your artwork.
3. Digital copies of up to 3 works may be individually submitted for
entry and they must be in hand on Monday, May 24, 2010. Images must
be submitted as 100 dpi JPEG images, with the longest dimension 8”.
EMAIL one image at a time to slush49@aol.com and include the following
information with each: A. artist; B. title; C. medium; D. size of work (2
dimensional work is the artwork length and width. Sculpture is maximum
length, height and width of the piece); E. a 50 to 175 word description of
the work; F. a 150 word biography for the exhibition information sheet and
publicity.
4. NOTE: A check made out to ASMA and covering the $7 fee for each
work submitted (up to a maximum of 3) must be MAILED to: Steven Lush,
280 Marbleridge Rd., No. Andover, MA 01845. Please indicate “ASMA
North Show” on it.

5. Notifications of acceptance into the show will be sent out by June
2nd by email if we have your address, or by regular mail if we don’t. Upon
notification of acceptance, your work is committed. No substitutions will be
accepted. Judging for the show will be done by an ASMA jury committee.
6. Due to our status as a non-profit organization, artwork may not be
offered for sale or sold during a regional ASMA show. Work is labeled with
name, address, and phone number but will not have a price tag. Anything
sold after the show or as a result of it, would be a private arrangement
between the artist and any interested party.

Regional Reflections - Continued from Page 25

The Biggs is the first of three venues that will see the exhibit traveling
through the region until the end of October. Ninety eight pieces were
reviewed by a jury that had the unenviable task of limiting their
selection to fifty two. The theme of the exhibit was a reflection of midocean, blue water scenes that might be depicted by some artists, and
the quiet stream or still water views painted by others. In June the
exhibit will move to the Washington County Museum of Fine Arts in
Hagerstown, MD and then in September to the Buffalo Naval Park
Museum in Buffalo, NY where it will finish. Opening reception for
the Hagerstown exhibit will be on Sunday, July 25, 2010 from 2:30 pm
to 4 pm.

While the exhibit is in Delaware, the Biggs Museum has asked
Steve Rogers, whose fine work is part of the exhibit, to lead a marine
paint out on May 22/23. Contact www.biggsmuseum.org for details
if you’d like to participate. And Jack Wiberg’s painting, which was
also in the exhibit, accompanied a story about the exhibit on the cover
of the Friday section in the Delaware State News. Jack’s painting
was displayed the full page depth. In an interesting sidelight to the
second venue, the Cumberland Valley Artists exhibition will run in
Hagerstown at the same time that “Blue Water/Still Water” is there.
As a top notch local contemporary art show they will draw many
additional visitors into the Museum and that’s great for all of us.
ASMA West

The ASMA West exhibit titled “Aqueous IV” ended a successful
run at the Ventura County Maritime Museum (VCMM) on January 31,
2010. The show displayed thirty-nine pieces by twenty local members.
The museum normally displays historic marine art and ship models
but has also had a very positive relationship with ASMA, hosting
Regional shows more than once. For years they’ve been located in a
prime spot pierside in Oxnard, CA, but that may be changing. They
have ambitious expansion plans to enlarge their floorspace from 5,000
ft. to 12,000 ft. in a larger facility. That would allow them to host a
future ASMA National Exhibition and they’re quite enthused about
the possibilities in our next one.

7. All artwork will be insured by each venue while in their possession.
8. Work accepted for inclusion in the show must be delivered to the
Wisconsin Maritime Museum either on June 21st or 22nd. Each piece must
be labeled on the back with the artist’s name, address and phone number.
Work must be shipped pre-paid and insured, using only a carrier that
provides door to door delivery. Attach pre-paid return shipping labels in
an envelope to the back of each piece of artwork. The last venue will reuse
your original shipping containers to return your artwork via your shipper of
choice, using the pre-paid label in that container. Artwork shipped in poor
quality containers that cannot be reused will not be accepted in the show
and the artist will have to make individual arrangements for their return.
Mark shipping cartons ASMA EXHIBITION, and address them to Wisconsin
Maritime Museum, 75 Maritime Drive, Manitowac, WI 54220.

9. Opening receptions will be held on June 26 at the Wisconsin Maritime
Museum and on September 7 at the Minnesota Marine Art Museum.
10. Paintings not picked up at the Minnesota Marine Art Museum, 800
Riverview Drive, Winona, MN between November 15 and 19 will be
returned to the artist using the original shipping container and the prepaid
return shipping label supplied with the art.
11. Contact Charlie Robinson, crasrob@aol.com, with any questions
regarding the exhibit.
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ASMA and the Next Bicenntenial - Continued from Page 24

a lot of existing marine art from this war, so we should begin to
think about artwork related to locations and events in the War of
1812. We might also consider how the Society could best position
itself to support our mission of educating the public to the
maritime aspects of this bicentennial and your feedback.
Although we’re still a couple of years away from the start of
any exhibition, this is the time to lay the groundwork. So tell us
what you think about the possibilities.

Please respond to either Mike Killelea
(art@killeleart.com)
or Charlie Robinson (crasrob@aol.com)

Exhibition Opportunities and Shows
July 17 - Saturday, September 18, 2010
Submission deadline: postmarked by Saturday, May 15, 2010
Background:
Coos Art Museum continues its tradition of hosting an annual Maritime Art
Exhibition on the scenic southern Oregon Coast. Coinciding with the opening
of this annual maritime art exhibit is the Plein-Air/Paint out event for maritime
painters. A day of painting outdoors on the Coos Bay; the city docks, shipyards,
boat basins, sandy beaches, rocky coves, rugged shorelines, dramatic cliffs,
lush rain forests and cultured gardens that are all within 10 miles of the Coos
Art Museum. The 17th Annual Maritime Art Exhibition is officially recognized
and co-sponsored by the American Society of Marine Artists (ASMA).
Featured Artist: Jon Olson is a Signature Member of the American Society
of Marine Artists (ASMA) and a regular participant in the Annual Maritime
Art Exhibitions at the Coos Art Museum. Additionally, Jon is recognized as an
accomplished maritime miniaturist. He has been accepted numerous times
into the Mystic Seaport International Maritime Exhibit and received a first
place in oils and acrylics in the 2005 International show of the Washington,
D.C. Society of Miniature Artists, Sculptors and Gravers.		
Juror: Austin Dwyer is a Signature Member of ASMA and a life member and
past president of Puget Sound Group of North West Painters. Austin’s painting
The Whalers won best of show at last year’s Annual Maritime Art Exhibition.
Juror: Kim Shaklee, a native of Denver, Colorado is a skilled wildlife and
marine sculptor noted for her ability to transform static metal into fluid motion
and to capture the essence of a live animal. She is a member of Allied Artist
of America and American Academy of Women Artists and a Fellow of the
American Artists Professional League and ASMA
Juror: June Carey is known for her serene images of California’s wine country,
coastlines and historic missions. June is a Signature Member of the California
Art Club and a Fellow in ASMA. In 2003 June was invited to participate in the
highly prestigious Masters of the American West Invitational show at the Autry
National Center in Los Angeles, California. A resident of California she also
maintains a house in the Tuscan countryside.
Eligibility:
• Open to all members of the American Society of Marine Artists,
International Society of Marine Painters and artists who create marine
related two-dimensional original paintings in oil, acrylic, pastel,
watercolors or sculptures.
• If you are submitting a work that is part of a series, the submitted piece
MUST be unique and distinguishable from any of your other works of art.
• Works that have previously been exhibited at Coos Art Museum are NOT
eligible.
• Submissions are to be ‘recent works’, ones that have been created within
the past five (5) years (created in 2004 or newer).
• Prints (photo serigraphs, digital or giclée) and photography are not eligible.
• Works that are accepted must be the same as the digital images or slides
entered.
• Paintings framed size limitation of five (5) feet in any one direction and a
weight limitation of 20 lbs.
• Sculpture weight limitation of 25 lbs.
Submissions
Artist may submit a total of up to three (3) entries with a single, nonrefundable entry fee of $35. Submissions can be either slides or digital files.
Slides must be 2” by 2” mounted, each marked with the artist’s name and
title of the work.
• Please denote the top of the work on the slide and submit in a plastic
jacket.
• No glass-mounted slides will be accepted.
• Digital files must be in jpg format minimum of 300 dpi at approximately
8” x 10” all on one CD-ROM. All CDs must be labeled, on the outside,
with the artist’s name, title of the work, medium, date completed, and size
of the painting(s). Name the electronic files as follows:
A_title of work.jpg; B_title of work.jpg

Abbreviate as needed on the electronic file name, but be sure the entry
form has complete information.
• NO SLIDE SHOWS, FLASH FILES, THUMBNAILS etc.
• NO SUBMISSIONS VIA EMAIL WILL BE ALLOWED
If you are submitting a work that is part of a series, the submitted piece
MUST be unique and distinguishable from any of your other works of art.
Works that have previously been exhibited at Coos Art Museum are not
eligible.
DO NOT SUBMIT SLIDE SHOWS, FLASH FILES, THUMBNAILS etc.
• NO SUBMISSIONS VIA EMAIL ALLOWED!
Submission Deadline
Submissions deadline is a postmark of May 15, 2010, received no later
than May 21, 2010. Include a check or money order for $35 for up to 3
entries, made out to the Coos Art Museum (non-refundable entry fee) with
the submissions and completed entry form. Send to: Coos Art Museum, 235
Anderson Ave., Coos Bay, OR 97420. ATTN: Maritime. Include with your entry
a resume and a self-addressed, 6x9 stamped envelope (SASE) for submission
returns, acceptance letter and shipping info / rejection letter information.
Notice of acceptance/rejection will be sent via US MAIL by May 28, 2010
General Specifications for Accepted Works of Art
Detailed information regarding artwork specifications will be sent with
acceptance notifications. However, all accepted painted works must be
framed and ready for hanging prior to arrival, and be no more than five
(5) feet in any one direction, including the frame, nor weigh more than 20
lbs. All accepted sculptures, must be no more than five (5) feet in any one
direction nor weigh more than 25 lbs. All accepted works will be insured
by the Museum from time of arrival until departure.
Sales
Works in the exhibition may be available for sale. Artist agrees to donate
30% of any sale to Coos Art Museum. Artist is to be paid three weeks from
end of show. Please price your works with this in mind. Your entry confirms
all terms of this agreement.
Shipping of Accepted Works of Art
Detailed information regarding shipping will be sent with acceptance
notifications. However, each accepted artist is responsible for the cost of
transporting artwork to and from the Coos Art Museum. A $20 handling fee
will be charged by the Museum for artwork that is shipped to the Museum
without prepaid arrangements or prepaid shipping label in addition to
shipping charges. The handling fee covers the time and effort to uncrate,
inventory, tag, re-crate works of art and to work with couriers and shipping
companies.
Judging and Awards:
Panel of 3 maritime artists will jury the submissions. 4 awards will be given
out at the opening reception followed by the Plein Air Paint out event and
dinner on Saturday, July 17, 2010.
• Best of Show - selected by Buck Braden, ASMA member and Featured Artist.
• Oregon International Port of Coos Bay Award - selected by Port Official.
• Coos Art Museum Board of Directors Choice - selected by the CAM Board
of Directors.
• People’s Choice Award - selected by a vote of museum attendees.
Important Dates:
• May 15, 2010 - Deadline for submissions sent to Coos Art Museum.
• May 28, 2010 - Notification of acceptance/rejection and return of nonselected submissions.
• June 19, 2010 - Deadline for registration for Plein-Air Paint Out and Dinner.
• July 10, 2010 - Deadline for receiving accepted artwork.
• July 17, 2010 - Plein Air Paint Out, art auction, dinner and awards.
• September 19, 2010 - Hand retrieval of artwork from 10 - 2 pm.
• September 21 - 24, 2010 - Artwork returned via couriers.
Download Submission form at: www.coosart.org
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ASMA 2010
Annual Weekend

Sarasota, Florida • Sept 30-Oct. 3
The 2010 ASMA Annual Weekend
will be held on the beautiful Sun
Coast of Florida in Sarasota, at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel on Sarasota
Bay. Your AGM Committee has
worked diligently with the very
friendly & efficient staff of the
hotel and we have a first class venue
at an unbeatable price. The Hyatt
recently earned their coveted “Four
Diamond Rating” from AAA.
The Hyatt has offered us the
phenomenal rate of just $99 a
night, until the cut-off date of
August 30, 2010, and that includes the option of the same rate
being offered 3 days prior and 3 days after the official event,
based on availability. This would make a great vacation/AGM
combination. And Orlando, with the Disney/MGM/Universal
theme parks, is only 2 hours away.
There are also three major airports to choose from in the surrounding area. Orlando, Tampa (about an hour north) and Sarasota-Bradenton, that is only about 10 minutes away and hosts most major
airlines. The Hyatt has also generously waived it’s fee and ASMA
members will get free shuttle transportation to and from the Sarasota-Bradenton airport. And, if driving, it is only a few miles west
off Interstate I-75. Immediate reservations are available, so plans can
be made at any time. We have reserved a block of 40 rooms at this
special ASMA rate and I suggest you make your decision as early as
possible. At these prices and what the Hyatt has to offer, this is an
unheard of opportunity for our members.
An added attraction is that both our Friday and Saturday cocktail
parties and dinners will be held at the hotel so there is no driving
necessary, something that many have made mention of in the past.
There are many more amenities being offered ASMA, including
free shuttle service to beautiful Lido Beach on the Gulf and for
shopping, St. Armands Circle, the district that Sarasota considers
competitive with Rodeo Drive in CA. Lots of great stores and
restaurants. If you’ve never had a genuine Cuban sandwich, the
Columbia Restaurant is the one you want. So begin to make
your plans now. Much more information about our events will be
coming in the Spring issue. For reservations, call the Hyatt today at
1-800-223-1234, and mention the 2010 ASMA special rates
for Sept. 30 - Oct. 3, 2010. You may also make reservations online. See the instructions in the box to the right.

Attending members
Digital Art Show after
our Friday Dinner
For those of you who are planning on attending the
Sarasota AGM in September, Fellow Russ Kramer

will helm an attending member’s digital art show with a
PowerPoint presentation that will also include art by our
newest Signature Members and Fellows. If you are not

going to be in Sarasota, you are not eligible to submit.

You will be permitted to send up to three images of your
best work in a digital format, similar to the requirements
that were spelled out for submitting portfolio reviews.
The presentation will not be a juried event, so do not
submit more than the maximum of 3 images. The images
should be e-mailed directly to Russ Kramer at: russ@
russkramer.com and may be sent at any time. Obviously, it
would be nice for Russ to have these as soon as possible so
that he may create his presentation.
The images should be approximately 8” x 10” in size,
JPEG format, and 150dpi. resolution.
You should also include a Word document with the titles,
size, medium, etc., and a brief description of the painting
or sculpture. And don’t forget to include your name and
contact information should Russ have questions.
Please, remember, no slides or prints should be sent. They
must be in the digital format stated above.
If you need to burn them to a disc and mail them, the disc
and pertinent information may be sent to: Russ Kramer,
145 Water Street, Stonington, CT 06378.
This has always been a very popular event at our past
ASMA Annual Weekends. Show us your BEST work!!!

Making On-Line Reservations
Making reservations on-line is easy. However, the link is rather
lengthy so we suggest you take your time and copy it exactly
to get it right. When you get to the site, the box at the bottom
right of the screen does it all. Under “Who Are You?” you select
“General Block”, then just click the calendars to choose your
arrival/departure dates, number of rooms and number of persons
in the room. Then click on “Search Rooms” and it will give you
your choice. The higher priced rooms are if you decide to upgrade
to a room with a balcony.

https://resweb.passkey.com/Resweb.do?mode=welcome_
ei_new&eventID=2495322&utm_source=20803&utm_
medium=email&utm_campaign=2746692

Or call 1-800-223-1234
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